
 

 

CITY OF ARMADALE 
 

AGENDA 
 
 
OF DEVELOPMENT SERVICES COMMITTEE TO BE HELD IN THE COMMITTEE 
ROOM, ADMINISTRATION CENTRE, 7 ORCHARD AVENUE, ARMADALE ON 
MONDAY, 18 JUNE 2012 AT 7.00 PM. 
 
  
A meal will be served at 6:15 p.m. 

 
 
PRESENT: 
 
 
 
 
 
APOLOGIES:  Cr C J MacDonald (Leave of Absence) 

  
 
 
 
 
OBSERVERS: 
 
 
 
 
 
IN ATTENDANCE: 
 
 
 
 
 
PUBLIC: 
 
 
 
 
“For details of Councillor Membership on this Committee, please refer to the City’s website 
– www.armadale.wa.gov.au/your council/councillors.” 
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DISCLAIMER  
 
The Disclaimer for protecting Councillors and staff from liability of information and advice 
given at Committee meetings to be read.  
 
 
 
 
DECLARATION OF MEMBERS’ INTERESTS 
 
 
 
 
QUESTION TIME 
 
 
 
 
CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES 
 

RECOMMEND 
 
Minutes of the Development Services Committee Meeting held on 21 May 2012 be 
confirmed.  

 
 
 
 
ITEMS REFERRED FROM INFORMATION BULLETIN - ISSUE 10 / 2012 

Outstanding Matters & Information Items 
 Report on Outstanding Matters - Development Services Committee 
 Information Item - PIA 2012 National Congress - Councillor Report 
Health 
 Health Services Manager’s Report - May 2012 
Planning 
 Planning Applications Report - May 2012 
 Reviews before the State Administrative Tribunal (SAT) 
 Town Planning Scheme No.4 - Amendment Action Table 
 Subdivision Applications - WAPC Approvals/Refusals - May 2012 
 Subdivision Applications - Report on Lots Registered for 2011/2012 
 PAW Closure Report - Significant Actions during May 2012 

 Compliance Officer’s Report - May 2012 
Building 
 Building Services Manager’s Report - May 2012 

 Building Applications Monthly Statistics - May 2012 
 
If any of the items listed above require clarification or a report for a decision of Council, this item to 
be raised for discussion at this juncture. 
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1.1 - RESPONSE TO COUNCILLOR ITEM ON TREE PRESERVATION ORDERS & 
REVIEW OF LOCAL PLANNING POLICY PLN 2.4 TREE PRESERVATION  
    
 

WARD 
 

: ALL 

FILE No. 
 

: M/250/12 

DATE 
 

: 12 June 2012 

REF 
 

: CM  

RESPONSIBLE 
MANAGER 
 

: EMPS  

 

 

Tabled Items 

 
Nil.  

In Brief: 

In response to the City ongoing review of its 
Local Planning Policies (LPP) and a 
Councillor Item from December 2011, LPP 
PLN 2.4 Tree Preservation has been 
reviewed. The review of PLN 2.4 has 
considered the Councillor item from 
December 2011, legal advice received from 
the City’s lawyers in relation to Tree 
Preservation Orders and potential for policy 
improvements identified by the City. 

Recommend that Council amend Local 
Planning Policy PLN 2.4 and advertise the 
draft Local Planning Policy for a period of 28 
days.  

 

 

Officer Interest Declaration 

 
Nil.  
 
Strategic Implications 

 
2.1 Long term planning and development that is guided by a balance between economic, 

social and environmental objectives. 
2.1.1 Review, update and implement the City’s Town Planning Scheme, taking into account 

the Local Biodiversity Strategy and other environmental considerations. 
 
Legislation Implications 

 
Planning and Development Act 2005 
Town Planning Scheme No.4 (TPS No. 4) 
 
Council Policy/Local Law Implications 

 
PLN 2.4 Tree Preservation  
 
Budget/Financial Implications 

 
The cost of advertising the policy can be accommodated in the Planning Services Budget.  
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Consultation 

 
Consultation will need to occur in accordance with Part 2.4 of TPS No. 4 if Council choose to 
initiate amendments to Policy PLN 2.4.  
 
BACKGROUND 

 
The City is currently in the process of reviewing its Local Planning Polices (LPP). As part of 
this process LPP PLN 2.4 Tree Preservation would be reviewed as part of Stage 2 of the policy 
review. The review of PLN 2.4 has however been brought forward in response to a Councillor 
Item from December 2011. The Councillor Item included the following comments provided to 
the Development Services Committee (DSC) by Cr Sargeson:  
 

The issue of Tree Preservation Orders has been brought to light by the specific issues 
associated with the tree on Lot 801 Ardross Street, Seville Grove. That tree has grown 
to an extraordinary height (22m) and significantly impacts on the residents and 
neighbours quality of life and safety.  
 
As the tree continues to grow the root system will spread and will in time interfere 
with private and public property (Footpaths, piping, fencing etc) in addition to the 
rooves already damaged. Ultimately the tree must be removed regardless of how 
much money and time is invested in its maintenance. It is a matter of how much is 
enough before the realization the tree is not suited to the environment of a very small 
back yard. The short term solution of removing the TPO and allowing the tree to be 
safely removed is in fact the long term solution and prevents ongoing cost and 
provides the residents / neighbours with a measure of peace in the knowledge that 
despite being individuals the City recognises the need to evolve with time to meet the 
needs of present day concerns.  
 
Similar issues will recur with the other TPOs within the City and it is timely to 
consider a strategy for dealing with these issues consistently as they will inevitably 
arise in the future as the trees continue to grow. A review of the use and implications 
of TPOs is requested that would take account of tree management and legal liability 
as well as the appropriate protection of cultural history and our environment. 

 
The DSC minutes state that:  
 
Committee considered the general matters that would be included in the review of Tree 
Preservation Orders which should include the review of Policy PLN 2.4 and consideration of 
suitable criteria for designations, the means by which affected landowners are advised about 
designation and legal liability issues. 
 
Council at its meeting of December 2011 resolved that the item regarding Tree Preservation 
Orders be referred to the appropriate Directorate for action and/or report back to 
Committee.  
 
Since the Councillor item the City has been undertaking necessary actions in response to the 
Council’s resolution. This report focuses on Tree Preservation Orders (TPO) generally 
throughout the City in accordance with Council’s resolution and the DSC’s discussion on the 
matter. The report also briefly discusses the TPO at Lot 801 Ardross Street, Seville Grove and 
Council’s options. 
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It should be noted that Council considered a request to rescind the TPO/remove the registered 
tree at Lot 801 Ardross Street, Seville Grove in October and November 2011. Rescinding the 
TPO was not supported by Council and instead it was resolved that the City offer to undertake 
and pay for the maintenance work on the registered tree as outlined in an Arborist’s report on the 
tree (D87/11/11) included in the Attachments of the Agenda.  
 
DETAILS OF PROPOSAL 
 
With consideration to Council’s December 2011 resolution, the City has undertaken a review 
of PLN 2.4, obtained advice from its lawyers on legal issues associated with TPOs and 
reviewed how affected landowners are advised about a TPO on their land. 
 
PLN 2.4 focuses on the administration of Clause 11.8 of TPS No. 4 which reads as follows: 
 

The City may by notice served upon individual landholders or upon a subdivider of 
land require the preservation of a tree or group of trees. Thereafter no landholder 
shall cut, remove or otherwise destroy any tree unless the City grants approval or 
rescinds the notice or order. 

 
The review of PLN 2.4 is aimed at addressing matters associated with the condition and 
impacts of a tree over its life cycle and how such matters are identified and considered within 
applicable decision making processes. It is considered by the City that the current version of 
PLN 2.4 could be improved in this regard.  
 
The condition and impact of a tree are important matters which should be considered when 
deciding on the significance of a tree on private land. These matters are generally identified 
through advice obtained from an Arborist and/or anecdotal and historical evidence and officer 
assessments.  
 
Changes to the condition and impacts of a tree usually occur over time and may be associated 
with a tree’s health, the way it has been maintained or from external factors which have 
changed over time (e.g. intensification of development), to name just a few. Despite the 
condition and impacts of a tree possibly being acceptable when it is registered, they may 
become unacceptable as time progresses from a subjective and/or objective perspective. It is 
therefore considered appropriate and important that such matters are addressed in PLN 2.4 to 
ensure the advantages and disadvantages of retaining a tree are measured and balanced when 
a new TPO is being considered or an existing TPO is reviewed by Council. It is also 
appropriate and important to consider the future impacts of an existing TPO on proposed 
development or subdivision in assessment systems.  
 
In short, the management of a registered tree should be about managing the various impacts 
and benefits of a tree in its setting to ensure the best community outcome. In some instances 
obtaining the best outcome will require the protection of private assets via regulation for the 
benefit of the wider community. It is important however to have systems in place to recognise 
when this protection is creating adverse impacts which may outweigh the wider community 
benefit. The changes to PLN 2.4 aim to support a more encompassing assessment system in 
the consideration of significant trees.  
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COMMENT 

Changes to PLN 2.4 – Tree Preservation  

The following table discusses the main points from the proposed amendments to PLN 2.4. 
Attachment 1.1.2 shows the current version of the policy and Attachment 1.1.3 shows the 
proposed policy with amendments highlighted.  

 

Section of Policy  Proposed Changes  

Part 2 - Policy 
Objectives  

Objective “B” has been added to specify that PLN 2.4 relates to 
the review of existing TPO and not just proposed ones.  

Part 3.2 - Guidance in 
determining whether 
or not a notice should 
be issued for a tree.  

This section of the policy now more clearly specifies the process 
which needs to be followed when determining if a notice under 
Clause 11.8 of TPS No. 4 should be issued. To become registered, 
a tree will need to meet at least one of the first three significance 
criteria (“a”, “b” or “c”) to be considered worthy of issuing of a 
notice under Clause 11.8, in addition to being deemed acceptable 
under criteria “d”. (i.e. a tree must meet criteria “d” but only needs 
to meet one of the first three criteria).  
 
Paragraph 2 under Part 3.2 of the existing policy has been deleted 
and its intent transferred into the new Significance Criteria “d” – 
Tree Condition and Impacts. Criteria “d” is a significant addition 
to the policy which is aimed at addressing matters associated with 
the condition and impacts of a tree over its life cycle and how such 
matters are identified and considered within decision making 
processes. The addition of criteria “d” was a response to Council’s 
December 2011 resolution but it was also identified by the City 
that the current version of PLN 2.4 could be improved to better 
foster an outcome that considered the impacts and condition of a 
tree.  
 
Notwithstanding the above, in accordance with Council’s 
resolution the City will always aim to protect trees identified as 
being significant and recognises the wider community benefit such 
trees can offer. The City also understands however that it is 
important to ensure that significant trees can be appropriately 
managed throughout their lifecycle and that the impacts of such 
trees are sustainable over the long term. The addition of criteria 
“d” therefore aims to promote this understanding in the Council’s 
“management” of a registered tree.  
 
If during the reinspection of a registered tree it was found that its 
condition and impacts were unacceptable, Council could be asked 
to consider removal of the tree and TPO or the implementation of 
maintenance measures to improve the tree’s condition and 
ameliorate its impacts.  
 
If during the consideration of a new TPO it was found that a tree’s 
condition and impacts were unacceptable, issuing of a notice under 
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Section of Policy  Proposed Changes  

Clause 11.8 may not be supported by the City.  
Part 3.5 – Review of 
Registered Trees  

This section has been amended to ensure the matters listed under 
Significance Criteria “d” are considered in the review of a 
registered tree. It is important that such matters are considered as 
the impacts and condition of a tree will likely change over its life 
cycle. The reinspection of a registered tree will continue to be 
done every five years.  
 
This section also acknowledges that outside of the City’s 
inspections that occur every five years, it is the responsibility of a 
landowner to advise the City when the condition and/or impacts of 
a registered tree on private land are of concern.  
 

Part 3.6 – Protection 
Registered Trees 
within Future 
Developments and 
Subdivisions 

This section has been added to promote the ongoing protection of 
a registered tree within proposed development and subdivision 
with consideration to the potential impacts and growth habits of a 
tree throughout its life cycle. This provision aims to ensure the 
forward thinking and practical “management” of registered trees 
by landowners/developers so the impacts of a tree can be 
accommodated despite development or subdivision occurring 
around it.  
 
A provision which supports a notification being placed on the 
Certificate of Title of a property affected by a registered tree as 
part of a development or subdivision approval has also been 
added. It should be noted however that a title notification is not the 
same as a notice served under Clause 11.8 of TPS No. 4 and may 
only be added as part of a development or subdivision approval.  
 

 
Legal Liability/Duty of Care 
 
The City sought legal advice from its solicitors in relation to the following questions:  
 
What is the legal liability to the City where a registered tree damages private property? 
 
Does the City’s involvement in managing a registered tree on private property place a 

legal liability on the City? 
 
Is the City vulnerable to legal action for the impacts a registered tree may be causing at 

an adjoining/nearby property? 
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Below are some main points and a summary from the solicitor’s advice which assists to answer 
the above questions. In relation to liability, the Solicitor has taken the following from the Civil 
Liability Act 2002 for the City to consider: 
 

Section 5B of the Civil Liability Act 2002 sets outs the general principles which 
would establish whether a duty of care exists. It provides as follows: 
 
5B. General Principles 
 
(1)  A person is not liable for harm caused by that person's fault in failing to 

take precautions against a risk of harm unless – 
(a)  the risk was foreseeable (that is, it is a risk of which the person knew 

or ought to have known); 
 (b)  the risk was not insignificant; and 
 (c)  in the circumstances, a reasonable person in the person's position 

would have taken those precautions. 
 
(2)  In determining whether a reasonable person would have taken precautions 

against a risk of harm, the court is to consider the following (amongst other 
relevant things)- 

 (a)  the probability that the harm would occur if care were not taken; 
 (b)  the likely seriousness of the harm; 
 (c)  the burden of taking precautions to avoid the risk of harm; 
 (d)  the social utility of the activity that creates the risk of harm. 
 
The principles more directly concerning the City of Armadale are initially 
contained in Section 5W which we now set out in full. 
 
5W. Principles concerning resources, responsibilities etc. of public body or officer 
 
The following principles apply in determining whether a public body or officer has 
a duty of care or has breached a duty of care in proceedings in relation to a claim 
to which this Part applies- 
 
(a)  the functions required to be exercised by the public body or officer are 

limited by the financial and other resources that are reasonably available to 
the public body or officer for the purpose of exercising those functions; 

(b)  the general allocation of those resources by the public body or officer is not 
open to challenge; 

(c)  the functions required to be exercised by the public body or officer are to be 
determined by reference to the broad range of its activities (and not merely 
by reference to the matter to which the proceedings relate); 

(d)  the public body or officer may rely on evidence of its compliance with the 
general procedures and applicable standards for the exercise of its 
functions as evidence of the proper exercise of its functions in the matter to 
which the proceedings relate. 

 
It is important to note that this section specifically addresses the limitations which 
might arise as a result of scarcity (or priorities in allocation) of resources. 
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Given Council is involved in the “management” of registered trees it could be seen to have a 
duty of care under some circumstances to ensure it acts responsibly when “managing” a tree. 
For instance, during the inspection of a registered tree Council may be seen to have a duty of 
care to indentify obvious hazards and support remedial action taking place. Unless Council 
wants to rescind TPOs or change their responsibility in the “management” of registered trees, 
there may be limited opportunity to avoid this situation potentially arising. If Council did not 
“manage” registered trees and this responsibility was transferred to landowners, to an extent 
Council’s duty of care may be seen to be discharged. Council may always however be seen to 
have a Duty of Care as it would still need to approve “management” works on a registered 
tree. 
 
Notwithstanding the above, it is difficult to explicitly say if the Council could be held liable 
for adverse impacts caused by a registered tree. This is so as the circumstances around a legal 
event of relevance would likely be multi-faceted and include unforeseeable factors.  
 
Under the current planning framework TPOs are considered an acceptable mechanism to 
protect significant trees. The City therefore recommends TPOs remain, if Council support 
this objective.  
 
The additional paragraph (paragraph 3) added under Part 3.5 of PLN 2.4 aims to outline the 
City’s responsibility in relation to “management” of TPOs. This additional part acknowledges 
that outside of the City’s inspections that occur every five years, it is the responsibility of a 
landowner to advise the City when the condition and/or impacts of a registered tree on private 
land or public land are of concern.  
 
As stated in the solicitor’s advice, “the City is not considered to be an absolute guarantor for 
the safety of all persons or properties within its district but, equally, if it does elect to carry 
out management, then that management must be done in a way that Council would (if the 
subject of action) be seen to have discharged its duty of care.” In addition and as stated in the 
Arborist’s report of TPO No. 16, “the use of “safe” and “unsafe” when assessing trees is 
both imprecise and ambiguous, as a tree cannot be free from defects or potential hazards – 
such a state is simply unattainable. Trees can be managed, but they cannot be controlled.” 
These statements are important to consider and help one understand the difficulties in 
answering questions about the City’s liability in relation to TPOs.  
 
Notifying Landowners of TPOs 
 
The City also sought legal advice from its solicitors in relation to the following question:  
 
What is the obligation on a landowner and/or the City to advise prospective purchasers 

of a property about a TPO? 
 
If a tree at a property is deemed significant a notice will be issued by the City to the 
landowner under Clause 11.8 of TPS No. 4. The landowner will therefore be notified of their 
responsibilities in relation to the tree at that point. This occurred with TPO 16 at Lot 801 
Ardross Street, Seville Grove. This system is considered adequate in terms of landowner 
understanding the significance of a tree at their property. Landowners will also be reminded 
or can be made aware of significant trees at their property as part of the City’s inspections.  
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The City and its solicitors have recognised that under some situations (e.g. when a property 
changes ownership) a landowner could be unaware of a TPO at their property and 
unknowingly damage or remove a registered tree. Based on the Solicitor’s advice there seems 
to be no onus of sellers to advise prospective purchasers of TPO’s at a property. To improve 
this overall situation an additional provision has been added to PLN 2.4. The additional 
provision supports a notification being placed on the Certificate of Title of an affected 
property as part of a development or subdivision approval if deemed necessary and where it 
may be applied. Of course, this will not affect those currently designated unless it is 
considered necessary as part of future development approvals.  
 
The City is also working on other ways to help ensure landowners are aware of TPOs at their 
property. One way this will occur is by improving the City’s property enquiry forms to 
improve how registered trees are identified during the property enquiry process. Other 
options which are being considered include improvements to the City’s public maps service 
and website. It is noted however that the City’s public maps services already identifies 
registered trees.  
 
Tree Preservation Order No. 16 - Lot 801 Ardross Street, Seville Grove 
 
Council considered a request to rescind the TPO/remove the registered tree on Lot 801 Ardross 
Street, Seville Grove in October and November 2011. Removal of the tree was not supported 
and instead Council resolved that the City offer to undertake and pay for the maintenance work 
outlined in an Arborist’s report on the tree (D87/11/11). If considered appropriate and necessary, 
Council could reconsider rescinding the TPO/removal of the registered tree at the subject 
property as part of this item.  
 
No factors have changed in relation to this TPO since November 2011 so the previous report on 
the matter is presented at Attachment “1.1.1” for Council’s information. The City’s 
recommendation on this matter remains the same as that presented to Council previously, 
including following consideration of the proposed policy changes.  
 
OPTIONS 
 
1. Council could resolve to advertise the draft Local Planning Policy PLN 2.4 (Tree 

Preservation) with or without additional modifications, in accordance with Part 2.4 of 
Town Planning Scheme No.4.  

 
2. Council could resolve not to advertise draft Local Planning Policy PLN 2.4 (Tree 

Preservation) as amended stating reasons why.  
 
3. Council may or may not also resolve to rescind the TPO and approve the removal by the 

landowner of the tree at Lot 801 Ardross Street, Seville Grove.  
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CONCLUSION 
 
The City recognises that trees make an important and significant contribution to Armadale’s 
landscapes, it is also recognised however that the wrong type of tree, unsafe or unhealthy 
trees, or trees growing in the wrong location can create unacceptable problems and risks. The 
City will however always aim to protect trees identified as being significant and issuing a 
TPO for such trees is one acceptable method of doing this.  
 
Changes to PLN 2.4 have been proposed to improve how the condition and impacts of a tree 
are considered during decision making and assessment processes related to significant trees. 
The changes to PLN 2.4 are considered necessary to help ensure a more balanced approach is 
fostered when the appropriateness of a TPO is being deliberated. There may very well be 
instances where the adverse impacts of a tree (both existing and envisaged) outweigh the 
wider community benefit the retention of a tree may offer. In such instances it may therefore 
be recommended that a TPO is rescinded or not issued.  
 
Changes to PLN 2.4 also aim to ensure existing TPOs are appropriately considered as part of 
new developments and subdivisions so the impacts of a registered tree are sustainable over 
the long term. By promoting such an outcome it may be less likely for the impacts of a tree to 
become an issue due to foreseeable external factors (e.g. development being proposed to 
close to a registered tree thereby increasing the likelihood of the trees impacts becoming an 
issue).  
 
In addition to the changes proposed to PLN 2.4, the City continues to investigate improvements 
to how landowners are notified about TPOs on their property. Council has also been given the 
opportunity to reconsider the TPO at Lot 801 Ardross Street, Seville Grove. These outcomes are 
in response to Council’s applicable resolution of December 2011 and form part of the City’s 
ongoing review of its Local Planning Policies.  
 
It is recommended that Council resolve to advertise the draft Local Planning Policy PLN 2.4 
(Tree Preservation), in accordance with Part 2.4 of Town Planning Scheme No.4. If Council 
choose they could add additional parts to the recommendation as part of their resolution to 
address the TPO at Lot 801 Ardross Street, Seville Grove and/or any other matters they consider 
relevant.  
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RECOMMEND 

That Council:  
 

1. Initiate the amendment of Local Planning Policy PLN 2.4 as shown at 
Attachment “1.1.2” and advertise the draft Local Planning Policy for a 
period of 28 days in accordance with Clause 2.4 of Town Planning 
Scheme No.4. 

 
 

ATTACHMENTS 
1.  Previous Council Minutes & Arborist's Report on TPO 16  
2.  Proposed Version of PLN 2 4  
3.  Current Version of PLN 2 4  
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1.2 - FINAL ADOPTION INFRASTRUCTURE COST SCHEDULE 2011 NO.2, NORTH 
FORRESTDALE DEVELOPMENT CONTRIBUTION PLAN NO.3 
    
 

WARD 
 

: LAKE 

FILE No. 
 

: M/394/12 
 

DATE 
 

: 13June 2012 

REF 
 

: SW  

RESPONSIBLE 
MANAGER 
 

: EMPS 

Tabled Items 
 
Nil. 
 
Officer Interest Declaration 
 
The City’s Project Coordinator, who prepared 
this report, declares an interest to the extent 
that the Infrastructure Cost Schedule provides 
for the funding of the Project Coordinator 
position. The Project Coordinator has ensured 
adequate funding to match salary and on-cost 
information. 

In Brief: 

 In association with the initiation of 
Amendment No.64, Council at its 
September 2011 resolved to advertise the 
Draft Infrastructure Cost Schedule 2011 
No.2 and “Proposed Values” in accordance 
with the requirements of Town Planning 
Scheme No.4. 

 The Draft Infrastructure Cost Schedule was 
advertised for public comment for 42 days. 

 Four (4) submissions were received on the 
Infrastructure Cost Schedule and no 
submissions on the Proposed Values. 

 Recommend that Council adopt the 
Assessed Values and the Infrastructure Cost 
Schedule 2011 No.2 which includes a Gross 
Cost of Common Infrastructure Works of 
$86,098,719.94, Common Infrastructure 
Works of $55,766,600.86, lots to be 
produced in the unsubdivided balance of 
4,107 and a Cost Contribution per Lot of 
$13,577.03. 

 

 

Strategic Implications 
 
1.5 Sport, recreation and leisure opportunities that contribute to community health and 

wellbeing. 
2.1 Long term planning and development that is guided by a balance between economic, 

social and environmental objectives. 
2.1.1 Review, update and implement the City’s Town Planning Scheme, taking into account the 

Local Biodiversity Strategy and other environmental considerations. 
 
Legislation Implications 
 
Planning and Development Act 2005 
Town Planning Scheme No.4 
Local Government Act 1995 
Commercial Arbitration Act 1985 
 
Council Policy/Local Law Implications 
 
ENG 13 – Asset Management Vision 
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Budget/Financial Implications 
 
Nil - but see “Comment and Analysis - Overview - Financial Risk Management” below. 
 
Consultation 
 
 Relevant City of Armadale Managers 
 Various consultants 
 City of Armadale Valuation Panel 
 Landowners and Developers within Development Contribution Area No.3 
 Advertised for public comment for 28 days. 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
Town Planning Scheme No.4 Development Contribution Plan No.3 
 
In accordance with the City of Armadale’s Town Planning Scheme No.4 (TPS No.4), all 
landowners within Development Contribution Area No.3 (DCA No.3) shall make a 
proportional contribution to the cost of Common Infrastructure Works. Development 
Contribution Plan No.3 (DCP No.3), within Schedule 13B of TPS No.4, provides the 
framework and authority for the City to determine the cost of Common Infrastructure Works 
within DCA03 and to establish a Contribution Cost per Lot.  
 
The Cost Contribution per Lot, as per Clause 3.4 of Schedule 13B, is determined through the 
cost of Common Infrastructure Work over the subdivision potential in the unsubdivided 
balance of DCA03. The Cost Contribution per Lot and the associated process are published 
as the Infrastructure Cost Schedule for DCP No.3. It is stated in Clause 3.13.1 of Schedule 
13B that the City shall review Contribution Costs and the Infrastructure Cost Schedule (ICS), 
provided such reviews are conducted at least on an annual basis.  
 
Where Common Infrastructure Work includes a land component, DCP No.3 requires that 
“Assessed Values” be determined through a process of valuation and advertising of 
“Proposed Values”. The process to attain Assessed Values is set out in Clause 3.12 of 
Schedule 13B. It is intended, as per Clause 3.12.3 (e) of Schedule 13B, that any Assessed 
Value should apply for no more than 13 months.  
 
Infrastructure Cost Schedule Review 2011 No.2  
 
The second review of the ICS for 2011 was undertaken in association with the initiation of 
Amendment No.64. Amendment No.64 included additional Common Infrastructure Works 
items within DCP No.3 in order to facilitate the continued development and urban rezoning 
of Piara Waters and Harrisdale. The City received notification of the Hon. Minister for 
Planning’s favourable determination of Amendment No.64 on 7 June 2012. In accordance 
with section 87(3) of the Planning and Development Act 2005, the amendment was published 
in the Government Gazette on Tuesday, 12 June 2012. 
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In accordance with Clauses 3.12 and 3.13 of Schedule 13B in Town Planning Scheme No. 4, 
Council at its September 2011 meeting resolved to adopt for the purpose of advertising the 
Draft Infrastructure Cost Schedule 2011 No.2, the Proposed Values included within it, the 
Contribution Cost per Lot of $12,616.73, 4,316 predicted lots in the unsubdivided balance 
and a Gross cost of Common Infrastructure Works of $82,497,598.33. The advertising period 
for the Draft ICS 2011 No.2 was extended from the scheme provision of 28 days to be 
advertised concurrently with Amendment No.64 for the required period of 42 days.  
 
Refer to the Draft Infrastructure Cost Schedule 2011 No.2 included in the Attachments of 
the Agenda. 
 
The statutory requirements of the Infrastructure Cost Schedule preparation and review 
process have been depicted in a flowchart for ease of reference.  
 
Refer to the Infrastructure Cost Schedule Flowchart included in the Attachments of the 
Agenda. 
 
As required by Clauses 3.12.3 (c) and 3.13.6 of Schedule 13B and as indicated on the 
flowchart, objections to any of the costs in the Draft Infrastructure Cost Schedule need to be 
supported by qualified evidence. 
 
Progression and Implementation of Common Infrastructure Works 
 
Development Contribution Plan No. 3 has now been operational since 2006 and has made 
significant progress in implementing key projects with over $27 million expended. To date, 
through the urban development in Piara Water and Harrisdale, there has been over $30 
million in development contributions paid and common infrastructure work cost offsets.  
 
The North Forrestdale Steering Group, which has been in operation since 2000, participated 
in a tour of Piara Waters and Harrisdale in May 2012 to reflect on the development progress 
that has been achieved. The tour also provided the City with the opportunity to brief 
developers and state agencies on upcoming projects to be implemented in Piara Waters and 
Harrisdale through funding from DCP No.3. The key points of progression since the last 
review period are identified below: 
 
• Conservation Category Wetland 
 
The DCP No.3 has successfully acquired the land for two (2) of the three (3) Conservation 
Category Wetlands (CCWs) identified for acquisition. Acquisition of the third CCW and 
rehabilitation (refer to Image 1 included within this report) of the CCWs by the developer 
needs to be carried out before this item can be finalised. This is expected to occur this year as 
the developer finalises the Heron Park phase 1 Estate. In total, DCP No.3 has over $1.5 
million towards the acquisition of rehabilitated CCW’s. 
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• Baker’s House 
 
DCP No.3 funded the acquisition of a community building and associated land within Heron 
Park Phase 1 (Former Lot 49 Keane Road) at a cost of $592,090. Council has subsequently 
named the community facility Baker’s House. The future utilisation of Baker’s House is 
being considered by the City, following community consultation undertaken last year. DCP 
No.3 has in the order of $859,749.41 available funds towards the refurbishment of the 
building. The tender for refurbishment has been assessed by the City. In addition to the 
available funds identified above, DCP No.3 has already expended over $270,000 towards the 
refurbishment of Baker’s House. The total contribution to the Baker’s House project through 
DCP No.3 is over $1.7 million. The City has recently finalised the Baker’s House Brochure 
(refer to Image 2 included within this report) which is reinforcing the City’s commitment to 
establishing community facilities in Harrisdale and Piara Waters, through significant 
developer funding. 
  
• Warton Road 
 
The City has finalised the acquisition of land from all properties for the dual carriageway 
upgrade of Warton Road. In addition to funds from DCP No.3, external grant funds were 
secured towards the Warton Road upgrade. The dual carriageway upgrade of Warton Road 
has enabled the City to successfully relocate MRWA’s dedicated Primary Freight route from 
Nicholson Road and the future town centre for Harrisdale. The implementation of the project, 
including land acquisition, road construction, street lightening and dual use path, is scheduled 
for completion in 2012/13 financial year with the total cost funded through DCP No.3 in the 
order of $9.3 million.  
 
• Wright Road 
 
The upgrade of Wright Road from Reilly Road to Ranford Road was funded through DCP 
No.3 was completed in 2011. The upgrade of Wright Road provides connectivity to the 
upgraded Ranford Road. Significant components of the Wright Road project include the 
signalised intersection at Ranford Road, the upgrading of Wright Road to an urban standard 
and the addition of a dual use path which will tie in to the comprehensive pedestrian and 
cycle network planned for Harrisdale and Piara Waters. A contribution from Bunning’s 
Group Limited was received towards the constructed intersection treatments fronting their 
land holding on Wright Road. The funding component through DCP No.3 towards the 
upgrade of Wright Road is just under $2 million. 
 
• Piara Waters (North) Community and Sporting Facility 
 
Earthworks have commenced on the Piara Waters (North) Community and Sporting Facility. 
Once handed over to the City from the developer, the project will be implemented in two 
phases. The first stage of development will include the playing field, playground, BBQ and 
landscaping surrounds. The construction of the building and car park will be implemented in 
the following stage. This timing allows for the playing turf to have the required settling 
period, so it can be expected that the two components will become operational in time for the 
winter 2013 season. DCP No.3 has overall funding towards this project of over $3.8 million.  
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The City has successfully obtained grant funding in the order of $1 million through the 
Department of Sport and Recreation’s CSRFF program. The City has recently finalised the 
Piara Waters (North) Community and Sporting Brochure (refer to Image 3 included within 
this report) which, as with the Baker’s House Brochure detailed above, is reinforcing the 
City’s commitment to establishing community facilities in Harrisdale and Piara Waters 
through significant developer funding. 
 
The City is now working with the Department of Education on commissioning concept plans 
for Community and Sporting Facilities in Piara Waters (South), Piara Waters (South East) 
and Harrisdale (East). Establishing designs and costings earlier in the process will streamline 
the City’s delivery of these facilities even more.  
 
• Nicholson Road 
 
The Nicholson Road project (refer to Image 4 included within this report) has seen close 
collaboration between Development Services and Technical Services. Whilst there have been 
a number of design issues that have caused project delays, finalisation of the Nicholson Road 
design is top priority, with the development front moving south through the area and the 
necessity for implementing service infrastructure within the new alignment. In general, land 
acquisition for the Nicholson Road upgrade has occurred where, due to development and 
subdivision, the land has been made available. Development Services has approached and 
now has agreements in place with two landowners, where obtaining right of access ahead of 
development was necessary in order for surrounding landowners to progress their 
subdivisions. Construction of the first phase of Nicholson Road from Warton Road to Wright 
Road was finished in 2008 by the City. The City is concurrently working on Stage 2 and 3 
which will see construction progress from Wright Road to Piara Drive. These stages of 
construction will see the implementation of a number of significant intersections with 
roundabouts at Wright Road, Easthope Link, Exchange Ave and Piara Drive. It is anticipated 
that the signalised intersection at Yellowwood Ave and Main Street, in the future Harrisdale 
town centre, will be commissioned in the next 12 months. The City is progressing landscape 
designs for the Nicholson Road median which is to be implemented through funding from 
DCP No.3. It is envisaged that the implementation of this project will flow on from the civil 
construction to complete the City’s road upgrade and improvement program. The overall cost 
of the Nicholson Road project in the Infrastructure Cost Schedule 2011 No.2 is over $20.8 
million. 
 
• Sewer Pump Station and Temporary Pressure Mains 
 
The DCP No.3 has finalised funding contributions towards the sewer pump station, on former 
Lot 49 Keane Road and former Lot 50 Wright Road, and the associated temporary pressure 
mains to allow subdivision in the area. The sewer pump station has formally been handed 
over to the Water Corporation. This financial year has seen the Water Corporation complete 
their site works. 
 
• Balannup Drain Crossings and Nicholson Road Culvert 
 
The Balannup Drain trunk water main crossings within the Newhaven Estate and the 
Nicholson Road culvert installation and reinstatement of road pavement were initially 
prefunded by Stockland. These works have been formally approved by the Water Corporation 
and reimbursement has been approved by the City through DCP No.3. This completes the 
Balannup trunk main crossings funded through DCP No.3. 
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• Balannup Drain Land Acquisition 
 
The City is significantly progressing the realignment of the Balannup Drain from the outfall 
at Vertu Estate to Skeet Road. This project also includes the design for the upgrade of the 
Skeet Road culvert (refer to Image 5 included within this report), which is in poor condition, 
and a new culvert for the extension of Balannup Road. At present, this section of the 
Balannup Drain is a simple trapezoidal drain cut in the existing Reilly Road reserve (refer to 
Image 6 included within this report). It is now necessary to realign this section of the drain to 
Lot 5000 that was previously secured by the City through DCP No.3 to ensure a drainage 
path for the North Forrestdale urban development area. Following the realignment of the 
drain, the City will coordinate an extensive revegetation program of Lot 5000 that will focus 
on fostering the native bushland and living stream environment. A dual use path will meander 
along the realigned drain to provide access for residents to the rehabilitated area. 
 
• Dual Use Path 
 
The DCP No.3 has contributed to over 4.5kms of Dual Use Paths in Newhaven Estate, Heron 
Park, Vertu Estate, Arion Estate and other areas. The continued implementation of the Dual 
Use Path network identified in the Infrastructure Cost Schedule will provide a valuable asset, 
in the order of $4.4 million, to the permeability and accessibility of Harrisdale, Piara Waters 
and the wider City. 
 
• Community Nutrient Education Program 
 
Last year saw the City finalise the Community Nutrient Education Program contract with the 
South East Regional Centre for Urban Landcare. The project delivered some good outcomes 
towards educating and promoting nutrient management in North Forrestdale. The project’s 
final report was considered by Council at its meeting on 28 March 2011. The City is currently 
exploring alternative methods or educational tools that can be employed with Harrisdale and 
Piara Waters. There is over $280,000 in funds still available to continue to communicate and 
educate residents on nutrient management. 
 
• Post Development Groundwater and Surface Water Monitoring 
 
The post development groundwater and surface water monitoring requirements, as per the 
adopted Local Water Management Strategies for the respective structure plans and the 
objectives of the Southern River Integrated Land and Water Management Plan, will be 
centrally coordinated through DCP No.3. The trigger for initiating the post development 
water monitoring program is set at 80% housing development. Following the adoption of 
Amendment No.64, the City will commission a Sampling and Analysis Plan for Structure 
Plan Central and East to be implemented in connection with the adopted Sampling and 
Analysis Plan for Structure Plan South and South East. There is over $1.5 million in available 
funds through DCP No.3 for the implementation of this project. 
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• 132kV Power Lines 
 
The DCP No.3 has finalised contributions towards the reconfiguration of the 132kV power 
lines through Heron Park and Vertu Estate. The contribution towards the reconfiguration of 
the 132kV power lines will be ongoing as affected lots in the North Forrestdale Central, 
South East and East Structure Plans develop. This is a key component of DCP No.3 and 
required to ensure subdivision could occur.  
 
DETAILS OF PROPOSAL 
It is proposed to adopt the Infrastructure Cost Schedule 2011 No.2, the Assessed Values 
included within it, a Gross cost of Common Infrastructure Work of $86,098,719.94, Common 
Infrastructure Work of $55,766,600.86, lots to be produced in the unsubdivided balance of 
4,107 and a Cost Contribution per Lot of $13,577.03. 
 
Refer to the Final Adoption Infrastructure Cost Schedule 2011 No.2 included in the 
Attachments of the Agenda. 
 
COMMENT 
 
Overview – Financial Risk Management 
 
The City of Armadale is required to act as the administrator of Development Contribution Plan 
No. 3, which will deliver a significant number of benefits to the City and its future residents. The 
developer Contribution Costs are determined by the Infrastructure Cost Schedule and are 
required to cover all associated costs incurred by the City in managing the Development 
Contribution Plan. The City aims to complete all of the Common Infrastructure Works in a 
timely manner and aims to ensure that there are no funding shortfalls. Annual review of the 
Infrastructure Cost Schedule aims to ensure equity of payment by developers over time. 
 
Variables that can affect the aims and ultimate outcome include the accuracy of predicted costs 
and the number of Cost Contributions paid, and Council’s ability to provide financial and project 
management support at critical times. 
 
The accuracy of predicted costs has been maximised to the greatest extent practicable at this 
stage but for a project likely to be implemented over a 10 year span. The Infrastructure Cost 
Schedule must be reviewed at least annually and costs estimates contained within are reassessed 
at this time. As projects identified in the Infrastructure Cost Schedule are completed, they 
become fixed costs. 
 
Projects which require Council’s financial or project management support have generally been 
included in the City’s 15 Year Forward Financial Plan. Although in most instances the financial 
support required from Council are reasonable, if the funds are not available and the project 
cannot proceed it may then be subject to pressures such as increasing costs or suggestions to 
increase the scope of the project. Comprehensive forward planning enables the City to manage 
this risk and control the project scope. 
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Clause 6B.8.1 of Town Planning Scheme No. 4 provides that any shortfall in infrastructure costs 
after collection of all contributions may be made good by raising loans, entering into agreements 
with owners to fund the shortfall, or by the City funding the shortfall from its municipal fund. 
In-accordance with Clause 6B.8.2, if there is an excess when works are completed, the City is to 
use the excess funds for the provision of additional facilities in the Development Contribution 
Area. 
 
The City’s careful management of Development Contribution Plan No. 3 through annual review 
of the Infrastructure Cost Schedule should prevent any significant shortfall occurring or 
additional costs being imposed on the City. It is important to note that the Development 
Contribution Scheme enables the urban development of Piara Waters and Harrisdale and that 
without the operation of this DCP, the development would not have occurred.  
 
Public Advertising 
 
The Infrastructure Cost Schedule and Proposed Values were advertised for a period of 42 days, 
closing on Wednesday 13 December 2011. A notice was placed in the local newspapers stating 
that, during the advertisement period, the Draft Infrastructure Cost Schedule 2011 No.2 would 
be accessible on the Out for Comment section of the City’s website. A covering letter, stating 
where to access the Draft Infrastructure Cost Schedule 2011 No.2, was also sent to all 
landholders holding large land parcels with subdivisional potential within DCA03 and/or to their 
planning consultants. 
 
Four (4) submissions were received on the Infrastructure Cost Schedule and no submissions on 
the Proposed Values. It is noted that some of the issues raised in the submissions related to 
Amendment No.64, which has now been granted final approval by the Hon. Minister for 
Planning. The issues raised by submitters have been summarised and a recommendation made 
on each submission in the “Schedule of Submissions”. 
 
Refer to the Schedule of Submissions – Infrastructure Cost Schedule 2011 No.2 in the 
Attachments of this Agenda. 
 
ANALYSIS 
 
Preparation of the Infrastructure Cost Schedule and Assessed Values 
 
Cost estimates have come from a range of sources including specialist consultants, relevant 
Managers within the City and State service providers. There is an appropriate level of accuracy 
throughout the infrastructure items which generally correlates to the level of design and planning 
that has been undertaken. Decisions have needed to be made on each item regarding the desired 
outcome, the level of cost accuracy that should be applied, whether or not a contingency should 
be included, and in the case of contributions or grants the value of the contribution or grant. 
 
As detailed above, where land is identified as part of a Common Infrastructure Work the process 
shown on the attached flowchart has been followed to arrive at Assessed Values. To comply 
with Clause 3.12.5 of Schedule 13B, the Infrastructure Cost Schedule 2011 incorporates an 
additional 10% to the Assessed Values. The additional 10% assists with the early acquisition of 
land and helps prevent the loss of opportunities for acquisition. 
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Gross cost of Common Infrastructure Works – (Calculation of “A”) 
 
The DCP No.3 details the calculation of the Gross cost of Common Infrastructure Work as the 
calculation of “A”. The Gross cost of Common Infrastructure Work is the total of all estimated 
costs and established fixed costs in the Infrastructure Cost Schedule.  
 
Main Changes to Gross Cost of Common Infrastructure Works – (Calculation of “A”) from 
Advertised Draft Infrastructure Cost Schedule 2011 No.2.  
 
As noted in the report to Council in May 2011, further investigations were being undertaken 
on some DCP items and cost estimates. The Gross Cost of Common Infrastructure Works has 
increased from the Draft Infrastructure Cost Schedule 2011 No.2. Notable costs which are 
now updated and/or included are: 
 
 Item 3b Nicholson Road Service Relocations – Due to the redesign of Nicholson 

Road, variations to the Stage 2 and Stage 3 Nicholson Road construction cost were 
necessary. The latest revised design allows for the construction of a dual carriageway in 
each direction. Following updated traffic modelling for the wider North Forrestdale 
area, significant variations were identified in anticipated ultimate traffic volumes from 
that originally anticipated at the structuring planning phase. At that time, the estimated 
traffic volumes in the vicinity of the future Harrisdale town centre were modelled at 
9,070vpd. On this basis it was accepted that a single carriageway boulevard would 
adequately cater for the anticipated volume of traffic and that if future volumes 
increased slightly more than anticipated then a future upgrade to a dual carriageway in 
both directions may be necessary. The latest predicted traffic volumes in the same area 
are approximately 27,700vpd and the construction for a 2 lane dual carriageway is 
required. This fact together with Main Road WA’s specifications for the number of 
lanes approaching and departing the signalised treatment at the Main Street and 
Yellowwood Ave intersection, requires the City to construct to a 2 lane dual 
carriageway standard in the first instance. The redesign also provided the opportunity to 
raise the road level of Stage 3 in order to provide more flexibility for the tie-in to 
adjacent subdivision drainage outlets. The DCP No.3 Item 3b Nicholson Road 
construction cost estimate has been adjusted accordingly. 

 
 Item 5d Rossiter Ave and Armadale Road Intersection – A claim for the 

construction of Item 5d has been submitted by the developer who is currently 
constructing the intersection at Rossiter Ave and Armadale Road. The cost variance is 
due to changes in MRWA design specifications, resulting in significant variation to the 
proposed works and access arrangements for the subject intersection with MRWA now 
approving a temporary right turn movement into Rossiter Ave. The claim requires 
further consideration and discussion between the applicant and the City, prior to the 
City determining the extent of works to be funded. Additional information is also 
required from the applicant on the claim. Unfortunately, the developer has not followed 
the prefunding approval process under Clause 3.10 of DCP No.3 in Schedule 13B of 
TPS No.4, which has made it difficult to finalise a costing for this works item. It is 
anticipated that some works won’t be funded by the City, however variances will be 
recorded at the final reconciliation. At this stage the City needs to adopt an appropriate 
cost estimate for Item 5d to ensure adequate funds are available, pending the resolution 
of works and determination of the claim by the City. 
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 Item 8b Piara Waters (North) Community and Sporting Facility – Due to the 

refinement of cost estimates through the detailed design process and the successful 
tender of Stage 1 works below budget, the City has identified a cost saving to DCP 
No.3 in the order of $1 million. The total cost to DCP No.3 for the Piara Waters (North) 
Community and Sporting Facility is also based on a contribution from the City and the 
City successfully seeking grant funding, through the Department of Sport and 
Recreations CSRFF program. The ICS 2011 No.2 proposed for final adopted has been 
updated to reflect the cost savings detailed above. 

 
 Item 14a Skeet Road Construction – The Draft ICS 2011 No.2 advertised the 

proposed inclusion of funding for the construction of Skeet Road from Keane Road to 
the northern boundary of the future primary school site in the area referred to as 
Structure Plan East. Following the City’s consideration of submissions through the 
Amendment No.64 advertising process, the City sought advice from the Department of 
Education regarding its standard contribution towards the construction of roads abutting 
primary school and high school sites. The DoE has confirmed that the section of Skeet 
Rd abutting the primary school site and high school site will be 50% funded by DoE. 
The section of Skeet Rd abutting the District Open Space site is not the responsibility of 
the developer or DoE and therefore, it is necessary and appropriate that funding is 
included with DCP No.3 as per Amendment No.64. The contribution from DoE is 
estimated at approximately $490k and this has been factored as an income offset under 
Item 14a in the ICS 2011 No.2 proposed for final adoption. 

 
 Item 6d Skeet Road Dual Use Path – Similar to the process detailed above, the 

Department of Education has confirmed that it will fund 50% of the cost to construct a 
dual use path for the portions abutting the future primary school and high school sites. 
The contribution from DoE towards this item has been estimated at just under $35k and 
this has been offset as an income under Item 6d in the ICS 2011 No.2. 

 
 Reserve Account Interest 

Interest earned to date on the Reserve account for DCP No.3 has been incorporated 
under General Costs as an income to the scheme and has offset, to the value of 
$800,000 some of the cost increases detailed above. 

 
 Operating Life 

Following the Draft ICS 2011 No.2 advertising period, the City received notification of 
the Hon. Minister for Planning’s favourable determination of Omnibus Amendment 
No.54 to Town Planning Scheme No.4. The Omnibus amendment included extending 
the life of DCP No.3 from 10 to 15 years. The City identified that with the inclusion of 
additional stages of urban development within the North Forrestdale development 
contribution area, development would not be completed and development contribution 
obligations met within the 10 year period. In order to service the 5 year extension to the 
life of the DCP, cost estimates under General Works have been adjusted to 2022 at a 
cost of approximately $540k.  
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Estimated Lot Yield in Unsubdivided Balance – (Calculation of “D”) 
 
The Estimated Lot Yield is the number of lots to be produced in the unsubdivided balance and is 
represented in DCP No.3 as the calculation of “D”. The Estimated Lot Yield denotes the number 
of lots within DCA03 that, when subdivision occurs, will contribute to the Cost of Common 
Infrastructure Work. The Draft Infrastructure Cost Schedule 2011 No.2 is proposing an 
unsubdivided balance of 4,107 lots. This is close to 200 lots less than that advertised in the Draft 
ICS 2011 No.2 due to a high number of subdivisional clearances in the first few months of 2012. 
This has had an impact on the development cost contribution per lot with now fewer lots to share 
the Common Infrastructure Works cost. However, this situation is unavoidable. 
 
The City has previously committed to monitoring the rate within the calculation of “D”, at 10 
lots per hectare, specified by Clause 3.4.1 in Schedule 13B. In 2008, subdivision within DCA03 
was achieving a developed density of 10.08 lots per hectare and increased to 10.91 lots per 
hectare in 2009. During the 2010 review, the density of lots per hectare decreased from 10.91 
lots per hectare to 10.77. This review period has seen the density of lots per hectare increase to 
11.2. Although the density of development appears to be increasing, it is evident that recent high 
density development around the future town centre is producing this result. The density of lots 
produced within DCA03 will continue to be monitored closely during future reviews as 
subdivisions of lower R-coding commence and more constrained land is developed.  
 
Cost Contribution per Lot – (Calculation of “E”) 
 
The Cost Contribution per Lot is represented as the calculation of “E” in the Infrastructure Cost 
Schedule 2011. The Infrastructure Cost Schedule 2011 No.2 proposes the value of “E” as 
$13,577.03. Based on the proposed Infrastructure Cost Schedule 2011 No.2, the Contribution 
Cost per Lot will increase by approximately 7.6% from $12,616.73 per lot advertised in the 
Draft Infrastructure Cost Schedule.  
 
The increase from the Draft Infrastructure Cost Schedule can be attributed to a number of factors 
relating to the implementation and provision of Common Infrastructure Work prescribed in DCP 
No.3. The main increases have been identified in this report above under the calculation of “A”. 
Although the Contribution Cost per Lot has increased it is reasonable in comparison to 
submitter’s requests and through the City’s success in obtaining grant funding.  
 
OPTIONS 
 
1. Council may resolve to adopt the Infrastructure Cost Schedule 2011 No.2 and 

associated Assessed Values. 
 
2. Council may resolve to further revise the Infrastructure Cost Schedule Items before 

adopting the Infrastructure Cost Schedule 2011 No.2 and Assessed Values. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
The Infrastructure Cost Schedule represents a 15 or more year forward plan bound by 
Development Contribution Plan No. 3. The document has been prepared to a standard which is 
considered satisfactory to minimise the financial risks to Council. Advertising the Infrastructure 
Cost Schedule provided the opportunity for qualified comment on the costs and provides a time 
when the Infrastructure Cost Schedule can be audited. Option 1 is recommended. 
 
 
 

RECOMMEND 

That Council: 

1. In accordance with Clauses 3.12 and 3.13 of Schedule 13B in the City’s 
Town Planning Scheme No.4 adopt the proposed Assessed Values and 
the Infrastructure Cost Schedule 2011 No.2 which includes a Gross 
Cost of Common Infrastructure Works of $86,098,719.94, Common 
Infrastructure Works of $55,766,600.86, lots to be produced in the un-
subdivided balance of 4,107 and a Cost Contribution per Lot of 
$13,577.03. 

2. Advise submitters of Council’s decision. 

 
 

ATTACHMENTS 
1.  Draft Infrastructure Cost Schedule 2011 No.2  
2.  Flowchart Infrastructure Cost Schedule  
3.  Final Adoption Infrastructure Cost Schedule 2011 No.2  
4.  North Forrestdale - SCA 3   
5.  Schedule of Submissions - Infrastructure Cost Schedule 2011 No.2  
6.  North Forrestdale - Submitter Plan  
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2.1 - PROPOSED AMENDMENT NO.62 TO TOWN PLANNING SCHEME NO.4 - 
REZONING OF LOTS 4 AND 6 BAY COURT, LOTS 5 AND 10 LAKE ROAD AND LOT 
9 MCNEILL ROAD CHAMPION LAKES (RURAL LIVING 2 TO RESIDENTIAL) AND 
ASSOCIATED STRUCTURE PLAN 
    
 

WARD 
 

: Palomino 

FILE No. 
 

: M/95/12 

DATE 
 

: 13 June 2012 

REF 
 

: CM  

RESPONSIBLE 
MANAGER 
 

: EDDS  

APPLICANT 
 

: Dykstra Planning  

LANDOWNERS 
 

: S and R McMurray  
J and S Davies  
KCM Pty Ltd 
P and K Henville  
K and L Henville  
 

SUBJECT LAND 
 

: Lots 4 and 6 Bay Court,  
Lots 5 and 10 Lake Road & 
Lot 9 McNeill Road, 
Champion Lakes  

ZONING 
MRS  
TPS No.4 

 
: 
:

 
Urban  
Rural Living 2 

 
Tabled Items 

 

Nil. 
 
Officer Interest Declaration 

 

Nil. 

In Brief: 

The City has received a request to 
initiate a local scheme amendment to 
Lots 4 and 6 Bay Court, Lots 5 and 10 
Lake Road & Lot 9 McNeill Road 
Champion Lakes from “Rural Living 
2” to “Urban Development”. The 
scheme amendment proposal is 
accompanied by a Local Structure Plan 
for the land which will guide its 
development for residential purposes 
with a range of densities ranging from 
R20 – R40 and areas of public open 
space and drainage.  

The Structure Plan accommodates 
various processes and features to help 
facilitate development of the land in an 
orderly and proper manner. The 
Structure Plan has also been prepared 
to allow and encourage the 
development of an Aged Persons 
Dwelling development over Lots 4 and 
6 Bay Court and Lot 5 Lake Road. This 
is consistent with Council’s previous 
support for a “Rural Lifestyle Village” 
at the site in 2003.  

The proposed zoning change will 
facilitate development of the area for 
residential purposes in accordance with 
its MRS zoning, which was changed to 
“Urban” in 2008. 

It is recommended that Council initiate 
the Scheme Amendment and support 
advertising of the Structure Plan.  

 

 

Strategic Implications 
 
2.1 Long term planning and development that is guided by a balance between economic, 

social and environmental objectives. 
2.1.1 Review, update and implement the City’s Town Planning Scheme, taking into account 

the Local Biodiversity Strategy and other environmental considerations. 
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Legislation Implications 
 
Planning and Development Act 2005 
Town Planning Regulations 1967 
Metropolitan Region Scheme 
Town Planning Scheme No.4 
 
Council Policy/Local Law Implications 
 
Local Planning Strategy 2005 
 
Budget/Financial Implications 
 
Nil. 
 
Consultation 
 
 If initiated, the scheme amendment will undergo a process of advertising for public 

submissions in-accordance with the requirements of the Town Planning Regulations 
1967. 

 Technical Services  
 
BACKGROUND 
 
The City has received a request to initiate a local scheme amendment to Lots 4 & 6 Bay 
Court, Lots 5 & 10 Lake Road and Lot 9 McNeill Road Champion Lakes from “Rural Living 
2” to “Urban Development”. The scheme amendment proposal is accompanied by a Local 
Structure Plan for the land which will guide its development for residential purposes with a 
range of densities ranging from R20 – R40 and areas of public open space and drainage.  
 
The proposal follows on from Metropolitan Region Scheme (MRS) Amendment 1140/57 
which was gazetted on 27 May 2008 and saw the whole Lake Road Structure Plan Area 
(LRSPA) rezoned from “Rural” to “Urban” under the MRS. The LRSPA lies between Lake 
Road and Wungong River and extends from the south where Lake Road crosses the 
Wungong River to Champion Drive to the north. A Local Scheme Amendment and Structure 
Plan are now necessary to guide development of the area for urban purposes in accordance 
with its MRS zoning.  
 
For a variety of reasons put forward by the applicant and subsequently supported by the City, 
it was considered appropriate for the Local Scheme Amendment and Structure Plan to 
progress in stages as individual precincts. It is currently envisaged that there will be three 
precincts. The current proposal is within the area known as Precinct B with Precincts A and C 
being to the south and north respectively.  
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Developing large areas of land in precincts/stages is common, particularly when multiple 
land owners are involved. Such an approach generally allows for the better coordination of 
resources and can lead to the development of land sooner and more efficiently. A staged 
approach is however not always appropriate. Notwithstanding, reasons put forward by the 
applicant demonstrated the appropriateness of a staged approach in this instance and 
included: 
 
1. Council previously supported a scheme amendment proposal for the retirement village 

site only. More specifically, in September 2003 (D152/9/03) Council resolved to 
initiate Amendment No.192 under TPS No.2, to rezone Lots 4, 5 and 6 Bay Court from 
the Rural D zone to a Special Use zone - “Rural Lifestyle Village” allowing a 66 (first 
stage) residential accommodation unit development proposed to be retained as a single 
complex on a single lot. 

 
In April 2004 the Hon. Minister for Planning and Infrastructure refused permission to 
advertise Amendment No.192 for reasons of the incompatibility of the proposed use 
with the MRS Rural zoning of the site. However, the Minister further advised a 
preparedness to revisit the MRS zoning for the area, acknowledging also that catchment 
issues for the Wungong/Southern River would need to be addressed in any 
intensification of land use in the area. In light to the Minister’s decision, an MRS 
amendment proposal for the whole Lake Road Structure Plan area was proposed by the 
landowners of Lots 4, 5 and 6 Bay Court and it was ultimately approved in 2008.  

 
2. There was a lack of landowner support within Precincts A and C to progress necessary 

planning and environmental studies.  
 
3. The existing layout of the area including roads is conducive to it being developed in 

precincts.  
 
4. The Department of Water supported Precinct B being developed in isolation in relation 

to the preparation of a Local Water Management Strategy.  
 
5. Precinct B has the potential to be serviced relatively independently.  
 
The City supported the reasoning for a staged approach and an application for Precinct B was 
submitted. When the Precinct B application was first assessed by the City in 2011, it was 
determined that the structure plan was unsatisfactory for advertising due to the following 
reasons:  
 
1. A reclassification application for the Conservation Category Wetland (CCW) was 

pending with the Department of Environment and Conservation (DEC). Until the 
application was determined it was considered premature to advertise the proposal as it 
may have resulted in significant changes to the structure plan if the CCW was not 
reclassified by DEC. 

 
2. The amount and design of the proposed public open space was not acceptable and did 

not adequately consider the points made by Council on the MRS amendment.  
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3. The overall design of the structure plan was considered unsatisfactory. More 

specifically, the design needed to ensure the area's existing natural character was 
maintained to ensure a sense of place that conserved the area’s natural attributes was 
achieved. The structure plan needed to achieve a sense of place that maintained and 
promoted natural attributes. Conserving these attributes is aimed at ensuring the City 
has diversity in housing types and that housing and neighbourhood design is 
sympathetic to the natural environment, pursuant to the City's Local Planning Strategy. 
It was considered that the original structure plan design could not achieve this outcome. 
For example, the original structure plan did not offer the potential opportunity for 
existing trees to be retained within proposed POS areas and/or road reserves. In 
addition, it was unclear how the CCW and its buffer were going to be treated. 

 
The City was also concerned about how the river interface would be treated. The City 
wanted to avoid the use of high retaining near the river reserve to accommodate fill 
which needed to be introduced at the site to address ground water separation and flood 
mitigation. Having large sudden changes in the finished ground levels achieved with 
the use of high retaining walls was not considered appropriate. Such a design solution 
may have compromised the "natural" sense of place which should be achieved over the 
area. Furthermore, it may have disrupted the integration of residential lots with POS, 
the foreshore reserve and the remainder of the LRSPA. The original structure plan 
design did not address this matter. 

 
4. The proposal did not consider the recently adopted management plan for the Wungong 

River between Champion Drive and Armadale Road.  
 
5. The applicant was advised of the need to address advice provided by the Environmental 

Protection Authority on the MRS amendment dated 26 March 2007.  
 
6. The legend and all other markings on the structure plan were not consistent with the 

local scheme terminology. 
 
7. Some information on flora and vegetation was not provided. 
 
8. The applicant was advised of the need to address the WAPC expectations highlighted 

as part of the MRS amendment in relation to Cultural Heritage.  
 
The applicant has since aimed to address the City’s concerns by providing further 
information and amending the structure plan. This report therefore discusses the most recent 
structure plan submitted by the applicant dated 24 May 2012.  
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DETAILS AND COMMENTS ON THE PROPOSAL 
 
The applicant’s proposal includes a Local Structure Plan which will guide development of the 
land for residential purposes with a range of densities ranging from R20 – R40 and areas of 
public open space. Over existing lots 4, 5 and 6 the structure plan allows for a 70,986m R40 
age persons dwelling site (It is noted that variation to the minimum site area requirements 
allowed under Part 6.1.3 A3 (i) of the R-Codes would apply to the development of aged 
persons dwellings at Lots 4, 5 and 6).  
 
The remainder of the structure plan area (Lots 10 and 9) generally comprises of “standard” 
single house lots and there are two R40 grouped dwelling lots. Over the whole structure plan 
area a total of 1.2183ha of Public Open Space has been provided some of which will also 
serves a drainage function.  
 
The area is bounded by Bay Court, McNeill Road, Lake Road and the Wungong River to the 
North, South, East and West respectively. There is no direct vehicle access from Lake Road 
with all access to the area via Bay Court or McNeil Road, both of which connect directly to 
Lake Road. To the west McNeill Road also connects directly to Ranford Road. Bay Court is a 
cul-de-sac which ends at the river.  
 
Public Open Space 
 
A total of 1.2183ha of Public Open Space has been provided some of which also serves a 
drainage function. The following is a summary of the POS to be provided: 
 

 Total Per Lot 
Total for the 

whole Structure 
Plan Area 

Land Area  

Lot 4: 2.6107ha 
Lot 5: 2.5856ha 
Lot 6: 2.4732ha 
Lot 9: 2.4988ha 
Lot 10: 2.3428 ha 
(Lots 4, 5 and 6 combined minus CCW 
area: 7.2327ha) 

12.5111ha  
 
(12.0742ha with 
CCW Excluded)  

Required Amount of POS  

Lot 4: 0.26107ha 
Lot 5: 0.25856ha 
Lot 6: 0.24732ha 
Lot 9: 0.24988ha 
Lot 10: 0.23428 ha 
(Lots 4, 5 and 6 combined minus CCW 
area: 0.72327ha) 

1.25111ha 
 
(1.20742ha with 
CCW Excluded) 

Amount of POS Proposed  
(Total POS credits will be determined 
at subdivision or development stage and 
once detailed engineering, design and 
drainage plans have been approved by 
the City – The figures quoted are 
indicative only and do not account for 
POS which may not be eligible for POS 
crediting) 

Lot 4: Nil (0% of total lot area) 
Lot 5: 0.1990ha (7.7% of total lot area) 
Lot 6: 0.5255ha (21.2% of total lot area) 
Lot 9: 0.2ha (8.5% of total lot area) 
Lot 10: 0.2938ha (11.7% of total lot area) 
Lots 4, 5 and 6 combined: 0.7245ha (10% 
of total lot area) 

1.2183ha (9.7% 
of total of all 
lots) 
 
1.2183ha (10% of 
total of all lots 
with CCW 
Excluded) 
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When Council supported the MRS amendment, it also provided comment in its submission to 
the WAPC detailing matters to be considered in the provision of POS within the area’s future 
structure plan. The comments included:  
 
The structure plan should be prepared in association with a local scheme amendment and 
should wherever possible, identify each lot capable for future subdivision as contributing 10% 
of the original lot area as public open space in a linear or nodal parcel in the form of the 
following: 
 
1. Additional buffer strip/nodes adjacent to the existing foreshore reserve (MRS) along the 

Wungong River; 
 
2. Buffer strip/nodes adjacent to the Multiple Use Corridor drainage reserves (existing or 

new,) which run between Lake Road and Wungong River; 
 
3. Buffer strip/nodes adjacent to existing road reserves especially where additional native 

vegetation can be retained; 
 
4. Protection of locally valued environmental assets such as wetlands, rare flora species or 

vegetation; and/or 
 
5. In appropriate locations, where points i) to iv) above may not be appropriate, locate the 

10% POS from adjoining landholdings such that upon ceding they consolidate to form a 
contiguous parcel of POS parkland reserve greater than 4000m² in area. 

 
Council also made the point that where land is proposed to be developed for urban 
development other than residential subdivision, such as aged persons rental dwellings, 
tourism or other urban uses of similar nature, the public open space requirements will need 
to be resolved and agreed by the City in discussion with the Department for Planning and 
Infrastructure and be incorporated into the provisions of the local scheme amendment. 
 
The proposed structure plan is considered to address the points above made previously by the 
City. A POS buffer has been provided adjacent to the River Reserve, a POS corridor has been 
provided from Lake Road to the River (which also offers a linkage to POS proposed on the 
opposite side of the Lake Road), a buffer/road has been provided adjacent to Lake Road, 
there is the potential opportunity to protect existing vegetation within future POS and there is 
the potential for POS parkland to be established adjacent to the existing river reserve as other 
precincts in the LRSPA develop. Despite efforts to provide the opportunity for trees and 
vegetation to be retained as part of the structure plan and scheme amendment, it should be 
noted that given the requirement for fill over the structure plan area, it can be difficult to 
retain trees under future urban land uses (this matter is discussed further later in the report). 
 
The structure plan design does not offer the “physical” protection of the CCW within 
proposed Lots 4, 5 and 6 with the use of POS. The applicant has proposed however that the 
CCW will be considered and protected as part of a development application for Aged Persons 
Dwellings at Lots 4, 5 and 6. Council local planning policy PLN 3.1 would apply to 
development of Lots 4, 5 and 6. Clause 4.3.5.5 of PLN 3.1 requires that communal open 
space at a rate of 12m2 per dwelling is provided as part of a proposal and the CCW could be 
protected within this open space (this matter is discussed further later in the report). In 
addition, there are state government policies which protect CCWs.  
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The applicant has requested that the City apply flexibility in terms of the requirement for 
POS over Lots 4, 5 and 6. This request is based on the expectation that private communal 
open space and recreational facilities will be developed within an Aged Persons Dwellings 
development. It is suggested by the applicant that this could compensate for public open 
space under the 10% minimum requirement being provided over Lots 4, 5 and 6.  
 
The rationale presented by the applicant could be supported however such a decision should 
be deferred to the stage when Lots 4, 5 and 6 are developed or subdivided for use as Aged 
Persons Dwellings. There is no guarantee how or if Lots 4, 5 and 6 will be developed as Aged 
Persons Dwellings so deferring such a decision is important to protect Council’s interest 
under other potential development scenarios. To address the applicant’s concerns while also 
ensuring the City’s interests are considered, it is recommended that a provision which 
balances the applicant’s and City’s needs is included in the Structure Plan.  
 
Flood Mitigation 
 
The existing local surface drainage at the site and includes the flood way boundary and flood 
fringe. As identified by JDA Consultant Hydrologists who prepared the draft LWMS for the 
area, there are no natural drainage channels within or directly adjacent to the structure plan 
area. There is a risk of flooding however from the nearby Southern River as the structure plan 
area is within the floodway and flood fringe. (A copy of the existing local surface drainage 
plan in included in this report). 
 
In accordance with Department of Water (DoW) guidelines, the structure plan area within the 
floodway should not be developed and the land should not be filled. In addition and at a 
minimum, land within the flood fringe will need to be developed so that finished building 
levels are above the adjacent 100yr ARI flood levels. The flood fringe extends over the 
retirement village site (Lot 6) within the structure plan area where adjacent flood levels are 
22.9mAHD (as confirmed by DoW 2012).  
 
In accordance with guidelines, development (i.e. filling, building, etc) that is located within 
the flood fringe is considered acceptable with respect to major river flooding. However, a 
minimum habitable floor level of 0.50 metre above the adjacent 100 year flood level is 
recommended to ensure adequate flood protection. Considering this, to account for flood 
protection the floor level of dwellings in this area would need to approximately range from 
0.5m to 1.5m above the existing natural ground level. This would achieve the minimum 
building floor level requirement of 23.4mAHD.  
 
Lot 6 is also identified in TPS No.4 Special Control Area Map 2 as a Flood Prone Area. The 
DoW guidelines discussed above are reflected in Part 6.2 (Flood Prone Areas) of TPS No.4. 
In addition however, Part 6.2 also specifies that where building is approved within the Flood 
Fringe, special measures are to be employed to protect the foundations from water erosion 
during extreme flood events. Part 6.2 also specifies that all building development or 
earthworks within Flood Prone Areas, shall be subject to a requirement for planning 
approval. 
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Department of Water (DoW) Water Facts 14 suggests that the use of “non-structural” rather 
than “structural” flood mitigation measures should be promoted where possible. “Non-
structural measures aim at reducing or avoiding the susceptibility of new developments to 
flood damage as well as reducing the impact of flooding on existing developments. They 
include land use and building controls, acquisition of land and relocation, effective flood 
forecasting and flood warning, creating public awareness and flood insurance”. With regard 
to the current proposal, it is therefore recommended that appropriate land use and building 
controls are incorporated into the structure plan and scheme amendment to ensure the land is 
developed in a manner which accounts for minimum floor level requirements and the 
protection of buildings within the flood fringe.  
 
It is noted that the land is outside the Swan River Trust Development Control Area.  
 
Soil and Groundwater  
 
A geotechnical investigation of the proposed development was undertaken by Parsons 
Brinckerhoff (PB) (2004) for the MRS Urban Rezoning of the Lakes Road Structure Plan 
Area. PB excavated 10 boreholes to a depth of 4.5m or refusal in hard ground, one of the test 
sites was within the Study Area near the south eastern corner of Lot 4 (BH 8) and a second 
was just outside of the Study Area boundary adjacent to the south western boundary of Lot 6 
(BH6). Soils were classified using the Unified Soil Classification System.  
 
The investigation concluded that the main materials encountered at the test locations were: 
 
 Sand, generally fine to coarse grained in a loose to medium dense condition, likely 

from the Bassendean Sand geological unit. 
 Clayey sand, generally fine to coarse grained with fines of medium plasticity. 
 Sandy clay, generally medium to high plasticity with fine to coarse grained sand. 
 
The depth to clayey soil at BH6 and BH 8 was 0.8m and 1.5m respectively.  
 
The water-table in the area is shallow, rising to within 0.5 to 2m of the surface during winter, 
depending on surface elevation; the seasonal variation in water-table is about 2m, reaching a 
maximum in September/October and minimum in April/May. Water level monitoring was 
conducted monthly for 18 months to capture two peak winter groundwater levels. The data 
indicates that there is some perching on the clay layer with water levels in the shallow bores 
generally 0.15m higher than the deeper bores. 
 
Groundwater flow is in north westerly direction towards Southern River. Groundwater 
elevations range from 24m AHD in the east to 22m AHD in the west, consistent with the 
historic maximum published in the DoE Perth Groundwater Atlas (2004). Depth to 
groundwater mapping shows that maximum winter groundwater levels will be less than 0.5m 
from the natural surface level for the majority of the area. 
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JDA consultants, who prepared the LWMS stated that a minimum clearance to groundwater 
of 1.2m, to be achieved through the use of a combination of imported fill and subsoil 
drainage (where required) within road reserves and easements to control groundwater rise 
post development at pre-development levels. Considering this, the Structure Plan area may 
require fill to a level of around 0.7m – 1.2m to achieve a minimum separation from the 
Average Annual Maximum Groundwater Level determined by JDA. This figure will be 
confirmed once detailed engineering plans are prepared at subdivision that will also consider 
fill required to improve the soil classification. With regard to soil classification, the two test 
pits completed by PB would classify the lots/soil as “M” under AS 2870, improvements 
could improve it to “S” with the introduction of 800mm of clean free draining sand.  
 
Local stormwater management is proposed to be undertaken consistent with water sensitive 
design practices. Existing infrastructure, including the manmade lake at Lot 4 and roadside 
drains, will be utilised for drainage. In addition, the local stormwater management system 
will consist of a series of pipes, swales and bioretention areas, and ephemeral water storage 
areas to attenuate and infiltrate peak surface water flows, and provide water quality treatment 
for stormwater runoff from the proposed development prior to discharge from the structure 
plan area. 
 
While opportunities for roof drainage and road drainage to be connected to soakwells to 
promote at source infiltration will be examined in detail at Urban Water Management Plan 
(UWMP) development stage, local site conditions, clayey soils and high water table may 
ultimately limit its implementation. The geotechnical report (PB, 2005) states that the sandy 
soils are suitable for onsite disposal of stormwater, however the clayey soils will inhibit 
infiltration. 
 
The detailed design of the drainage system will occur at UWMP stage and will take into 
consideration final earthworks, drainage, and road design levels for the development. The 
UWMP will include more detail on matters such as structural and non structural controls, 
invert levels, outflows and local and at source infiltration opportunities. An overall summary 
of key elements of the proposed water management strategy (table is included in this report) 
for the Structure Plan Area, with an assessment of the strategy in relation to DoW (2007) 
principle objectives for stormwater management in Western Australia.  
 
Wetlands and Vegetation  
 
The extent of the CCW over lots 4, 5 and 6 is shown on the structure plan as determined by 
the DEC on 30 September 2011. Most of the remainder of the area is classified as Multiple 
Use Wetland (MUW). The two categories of wetlands are defined as follows: 
 
 C category (conservation): wetlands which support high levels of attributes and 

functions, with the management priorities being to preserve wetland attributes and 
functions under environmental protection policies.  

 
 M category (multiple use): wetlands with few attributes which still provide important 

wetland functions, with the management priorities developed in an appropriate context 
with land use. 
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The CCW is protected under state government environmental legislation. The structure plan 
does not currently include physical mechanisms to ensure the CCW remains protected, other 
than identifying the CCW. However, it has been proposed by the applicant that protection of 
the CCW and its buffer will be considered as part of a future development application over 
Lots 4, 5 and 6. It is considered acceptable for this approach to be taken but it is 
recommended that the structure plan and scheme amendment include mechanisms to ensure 
the CCW and its buffer are recognised and their protection fostered into the future. This 
stance is also promoted through Council’s statutory and strategic documents which promote 
the protection of natural environments. For instance, Targets 4 and 6 of the City’s Local 
Biodiversity Strategy (LBS) states: 
 
Target 4 
 
Retain all CCWs, EPP Lakes and all vegetated or high habitat REWs and protect, restore 
and manage them in Category 1 and 2 Precinct categories, where practicable. 
 
Target 6 
 
“Wetland buffers - Protect and restore buffers to all protected CCW, vegetated or high 
habitat REWs, and EPP lakes as outlined by the draft guideline for the determination of 
wetland buffer requirements (WAPC 2005).”  
 
The Lake Road Structure Plan Area is identified within Precinct 26 of the City’s LBS and is 
categorised as a Category 1 precinct. Target 11 of the LBS states: 
 
Protect 71 ha of LNA in Category 1 precincts, of which no more than 54 ha is wetland. 
 
In contribution towards achieving Target 11, it is recommended in the LBS that for Precinct 
26 a minimum of 6ha of the 23 ha of wetland in the Precinct be retained. The wetland 
protection component is made up of 4 ha of CCW (all of the CCW), and between 2 and 4 ha 
of cleared REW, adjacent to the existing Parks and Recreation Reservation at the northern 
end of the precinct. It is noted that this is an ideal target that may not be possible in its 
entirety when other factors need to be considered.  
 
The proposed structure plan could offer some contribution towards achieving Target 11 of the 
LBS by including vegetated areas within proposed POS. For example, the POS corridor 
which connects to Lake Road is positioned to offer the potential opportunity for the retention 
of good condition trees in this area. In addition, mechanisms will be introduced into the 
structure plan and scheme amendment to ensure the CCW and its buffer are recognised and 
their protection fostered into the future. 
 
The applicant has submitted a Preliminary Flora and Vegetation Survey for Lots 4 and 6 
Lakes Road. The applicant has advised that Flora and Vegetation Survey has been reviewed 
by the DEC as part of its consideration of the CCW reclassification process and was deemed 
to satisfy all relevant requirements. The City’s Environmental Officer did provide advice on 
the Preliminary Flora and Vegetation Survey and noted some matters which needed to be 
clarified. In their recent correspondence (February 2012) the applicant stated: Additional 
comments from the City's Environmental Officer are noted and have been referred to our 
Environmental Consultant for consideration. It is expected that the comments from City’s 
Environmental Officer can and will be addressed prior to Council’s consideration of the 
proposal for final approval.  
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The survey states the remnant vegetation persisting in Lots 4, 5 and 6 Lakes Road is in 
variable condition with only a small pocket of mixed shrub dampland in excellent condition. 
There is less than 20% native vegetation cover across the lots and many significant 
environmental weeds. 
 
The study recognised that areas of remnant vegetation on the Swan Coastal Plain are locally 
and regionally significant, as the majority has already been cleared. The key issues relate to 
the dampland that is dependent on a particular hydrologic regime and the two populations of 
the Priority 3 taxa. The vegetation in the majority of the site is not of significance as it has 
been subjected to a high level of disturbance. 
 
The dampland mentioned in the consultant’s discussion is the CCW discussed previously 
over Lots 4, 5 and 6. Protection of the CCW and its buffer can be addressed as part of the 
scheme amendment and structure plan and the matter can also be addressed at the 
development application stage. The applicant has advised that their environmental 
consultants are now preparing a submission to the DEC to define the extent and management 
of any wetland buffer. The applicant anticipates agreement could be reached with the DEC on 
a suitable wetland buffer concurrently with the advertising of the proposal, providing Council 
support initiation of the amendment.  
 
In relation to the remainder of the structure plan area (including Lot 5) the applicant has 
submitted a Vegetation Condition Assessment (VCA). Given the significant level of 
disturbance at the area, a full flora and vegetation survey over this area was not considered 
necessary by the City’s Environmental Officer. Furthermore, the Preliminary Flora and 
Vegetation Survey submitted by the applicant had already assessed the area’s most 
environmentally sensitive part being the CCW.  
 
The purpose of the VCA was to identify any significant vegetation to be protected during 
planning and development of future urban landuse. A VCA has been conducted, as well as a 
preliminary tree survey identifying significant trees, such as mature and/or habitat trees, 
which may be worthy of retention within POS and/or road reserves.  
 
The VCA identified that in terms of vegetation nearly the whole area was completely 
degraded but it did identify various trees which could be worthy of retention. Most of these 
trees are located on Lot 9 and on the boundary of Lot 5 and Lot 9. Despite efforts to provide 
the opportunity for trees and vegetation to be retained as part of the structure plan and scheme 
amendment, it should be noted that given the requirement for fill over the structure plan area, 
it can be difficult to retain the trees under future urban land uses. Notwithstanding, the 
scheme amendment and structure plan can still seek to encourage innovative design responses 
to protect trees considered worthy of retention within POS. For example, the POS corridor 
which links to Lake Road may be able to include slopes and terracing so trees can be retained 
within the POS despite the need for fill below adjacent development. In addition, there may 
be the option to use sub soil drainage to help reduce the amount of fill required.  
 
Retaining trees within the area is considered important to assist in maintaining the area’s 
natural sense of place and it also helps improve/retain the area’s overall visual amenity. 
Retention of the trees will also assist to maintain the area’s local biodiversity.  
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Traffic  
 
It is estimated by consultant Transcore Pty Ltd that Precinct B will generate approximately 
2,400 vehicle trips per day (both in and outs) and 240 vehicle trips during the peak hour (both 
in and outs). Transcore concluded that traffic from development of Precinct B is not expected 
to adversely affect the traffic operations of the main surrounding road network. However, the 
affected local road network, including McNeill Road and Bay Court are likely to require 
upgrades to urban Access Road standards (i.e. normal local residential streets).  
 
The structure plan has identified road reserve widths which are generally acceptable for the 
type of roads proposed. However, in this instance it may be necessary to increase the road 
reserve widths adjacent to POS to ensure there is adequate space for grading of the land into 
the POS area. Such grading may be necessary to enable the retention of existing good 
condition trees and vegetation.  
 
Cultural Heritage  
 
The WAPC reported as part of the MRS amendment that the WAPC advised that it expects 
that the structure plan for the area address the following: 
 
 The identification, protection and future management of Aboriginal heritage sites,· 
 Liaison with Nyugar Elders in relation to the above requirements. 
 
In response to the above the applicant advised that they consulted with the WAPC seeking 
clarification of its expectations for further detailed investigations at this stage, including 
preparation of an Aboriginal Heritage Survey Report. 
 
The applicant advised that the WAPC recommended preliminary consultation with the DIA 
who provided a copy of The Cultural Heritage Due Diligence Guidelines (Guidelines) to 
assist in determining what level of investigation should be undertake at this stage. 
 
Upon reviewing the Guidelines, the landowners were satisfied that the development and 
subdivision of the land within the Structure Plan area would not directly result in disturbance 
to the identified mythological site and hence further investigations would not be required at 
this stage. 
 
It would only be at the time works were required within the Wungong River Foreshore 
reserve, such as installation of pathways and emergency vehicle access, clearing for 
firebreaks, weed control and construction of public infrastructure etc. that ground disturbance 
may occur. (i.e. following the Scheme Amendment, Structure Planning, Development and 
Subdivision approval process). Accordingly, it would only be necessary to seek consent for 
development under Section 18 of the Aboriginal Heritage Act, 1972" at that time. 
 
It is noted that the scheme amendment and structure plan will be advertised to the DIA during 
the advertising process at which time DIA could provide further comments directly to the 
City. 
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Wungong River Management Plan  
 
The Wungong River Champion Drive to Armadale Road Management Plan 2010-2015 
includes a number of Strategic Directions, and actions that would assist in achievement of 
those directions. The actions identified in the Management Plan are general and relate to the 
whole Management Plan area. (E.g. applying the Better Urban Water Management 
framework to new Urban Development). The applicant considers the proposed Structure Plan 
is consistent with the Wungong River Management Plan, in that it: 
 
 Is supported by a LWMS, in accordance with the Better Urban Water Management 

framework; 
 Facilitates provision of a short term multi-use trail system between McNeill Road and 

Bay Court consistent with Figure 10 of the Wungong River Management Plan. The 
Structure Plan reflects the indicative location of the multi-use trail proposed by the 
Management Plan; 

 Facilitates improvements to riparian vegetation, weed control and fire management 
measures at subsequent planning stages (i.e. via conditions of development and 
subdivision approval); and 

 Provides for ceding of land as Public Open Space adjacent to existing MRS reserves 
and cash-in-lieu contributions to enhance existing reserves. 

 
The points made by the applicant are considered applicable and do demonstrate that the 
Structure Plan can be implemented with consideration to the management plan. 
 
ANALYSIS 
 
Under Part 9 Clause 124 (2) of the Planning and Development Act 2005, if a region planning 
scheme is inconsistent with a local planning scheme, the local government of the district in 
which the land directly affected is situated is to, not later than 90 days after the day on which 
the region planning scheme has effect, resolve to prepare: 
 
(a)  a local planning scheme which is consistent with the region planning scheme; or 
(b)  an amendment to the local planning scheme which renders the local planning scheme 

consistent with the region planning scheme,  
 
and which does not contain or removes, as the case requires, any provision which would be 
likely to impede the implementation of the region planning scheme. 
 
The Lake Road Structure Plan area needs to be brought into consistency with the MRS and 
the proposed scheme amendment will do this. As part of its resolution on the MRS 
amendment for the land which rezoned it to Urban, Council did acknowledge that there 
would be a consequential scheme amendment. Council also advised the applicant on certain 
information that would be required for the structure plan, which needed to be prepared in 
association with a local scheme amendment. The landowners have since been preparing the 
local scheme amendment application, which includes a structure plan, for the Precinct B area. 
This has taken a considerable amount of time due to the various information that was needed, 
including water monitoring over two consecutive years.  
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When rezoning the land to Urban under the MRS, it was recognised that the Lake Road 
Structure Plan area was suitable for urban expansion. Council is therefore not now being 
asked to decide if the land is suitable for urban purposes, as this has already been decided at a 
high level through the MRS amendment process. It is however being asked to consider what 
local statutory instruments are necessary to ensure development of the land for urban 
purposes is done in a way which responds to local conditions. These statutory instruments 
will take the form of a structure plan over the precinct and applicable amendments to TPS 
No.4.  
 
The amendments of TPS No.4 would include designating the precinct as a development area 
in Special Control Area Map 3. Part 6A of TPS No.4 enables structure plans for development 
areas to be prepared and adopted prior to subdivision or development of land, where 
comprehensive planning is required to co-ordinate subdivision, land use and development. 
Development Areas are described in Special Control Area Map 3 and Schedule 12, which 
sets out additional provisions applicable to subdivision and development.  
 
Overall Design  
 
There are a number of matters to be considered to ensure the scheme amendment and 
structure plan address the local conditions in an acceptable manner. These matters include: 
 
1. Public Open Space  
2. Densities  
3. Flood Mitigation 
4. Soil and Groundwater  
5. Wetlands, Vegetation and Trees 
6. Traffic and Access  
7. Cultural Heritage  
8. The Wungong River  
 
The overall design is considered to adequately address the above matters, as already 
discussed. The design should allow for the efficient distribution of POS which will also 
accommodate drainage features where necessary. The majority of the residential lots will also 
have an orientation which can support dwellings being built with good solar orientation. The 
proposed road layout allows for good connections to the surrounding area and the position of 
roads will allow for a buffer to POS and Lake Road. Houses will also address and provide the 
opportunity for passive surveillance over public areas.  
 
The proposed residential densities (predominately R20 and R25) are considered “standard” and 
appropriate given the site has easy access to the surrounding urban and wider metropolitan areas, 
but is not situated within walking distance to a neighbourhood centre. Areas of R40 have also 
been provided which promotes a mix of dwellings types in the area without resulting in an 
excessive development density that which would be inappropriate for the area.  
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It is proposed that Lots 4, 5 and 6 be allowed to have a density up to R40 to facilitate the 
development of aged and dependent person dwellings and subject to certain conditions being 
met. This density bonus would be made possible through structure plan provisions. In this regard 
the following structure plan provision is recommended:  
 
With regard to Lots 4 and 6 Bay Court and Lot 5 Lake Road, an increase above density code 
shown on the structure plan (i.e. R20) up to maximum of R40 may be permitted by the City 
for the development of Aged Persons Dwellings which may include multiple dwellings up to 
maximum height of 2 storeys subject to the following being met:  
 
a) Public Open Space (POS) being provided upon development and/or subdivision of the 

land to the City’s satisfaction. When determining the amount of POS that is required, 
the City may consider a reduction in the minimum 10% POS requirement (which may 
be ceded as land, cash in lieu of POS or a combination of both) is acceptable subject 
to: 

 
o Private communal open space being provided to the City’s satisfaction within an 

Aged Persons Dwellings development; 
 
o Community and recreational facilities being provided to the City’s satisfaction 

within an Aged Persons Dwellings development; 
 
o Vegetation and trees considered worthy of retention by the City being protected 

via the design and provision of POS;  
 
o Conservation Category Wetlands being protected and rehabilitated to the City’s 

satisfaction;  
 
o Existing POS and foreshore areas adjoining the land being improved to the City’s 

satisfaction; and 
 
o A Detailed Area Plan for all the land being prepared by the subdivider or 

developer and approved by the City. The DAP shall be consistent with structure 
plan provision number XII, Local Planning Policy 3.1 Residential Density 
Development, the City’s Town Planning Scheme and the Residential Design 
Codes of Western Australia to the City’s satisfaction.  

 
It is noted that variation to the minimum site area requirements allowed under Part 6.1.3 A3 (i) 
of the R-Codes would apply to the development of aged persons dwellings at Lots 4, 5 and 6.  
 
As discussed, fill will be required across the entire site to account for the separation from ground 
water and to improve the soil classification. This fill has the potential to impact the streetscape 
of the area and the interfaces around POS and river foreshore reserve. To account for this the 
structure plan has included areas of POS adjacent to the foreshore reserve to allow for sloping of 
the land up to the urban land use areas. There should also be the potential for the centre POS 
corridor and road reserves to accommodate a similar outcome.  
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In relation to the retirement village site, the applicant has stated that treatments to the interface 
between the Retirement Village site and public spaces including POS and roads shall include: 
 
 Retention of existing trees where possible and additional landscaping within road reserves 

and POS; 
 
 Uniform fencing, required to be visually permeable above 1.2 m from the finished round 

level; 
 
 Gradual level changes between POS/roads and residential land; and 
 
 Retaining walls to be minimised. 
 
The outcomes listed by the applicant are consistent with the general streetscape objectives which 
the City’s supports to ensure retention and enhancement of the area’s existing and previous 
natural attributes. The outcomes listed above could also be encouraged for the remainder of the 
area through the structure plan and scheme amendment.  
 
OPTIONS 
 
1. Council may resolve to initiate the Scheme Amendment to rezone Lake Road Precinct 

B from “Rural Living 2” to “Urban Development Zone” subject to suitable provisions 
in the Scheme to address requirements of subdivision and development. Council may 
also determine that the proposed Structure Plan is satisfactory for advertising 
concurrently with the Scheme Amendment. Further modifications that Council may 
think are necessary can be made through Council’s resolution prior to advertising for 
public and government agency comment.  

 
2. Council may resolve to initiate the Scheme Amendment to rezone Lake Road Precinct 

B from “Rural Living 2” to “Urban Development Zone” subject to suitable provisions 
in the Scheme to address requirements of subdivision and development. Council may 
however determine that the Structure Plan is not satisfactory for advertising until 
further details have been provided or modifications undertaken and give reasons for this 
to the applicant. 

 
3. Council may decline to initiate the Scheme Amendment as proposed if it considers the 

proposed rezoning to be contrary to the orderly and proper planning of the area or if the 
proposal does not adequately address site constraints or other similar reasons. Council 
may also determine that the Structure Plan is not satisfactory for advertising until 
further details have been provided or modifications undertaken and give reasons for this 
to the applicant. There are no avenues of appeal on rezoning applications however the 
land is required to be consistent with its zoning under the MRS which is “Urban”. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
The LRSPA was rezoned from “Rural to “Urban” under the MRS in May 2008. The zoning of 
Lots 4 & 6 Bay Court, Lots 5 & 10 Lake Road and Lot 9 McNeill Road Champion Lakes under 
TPS No.4 is now proposed to change from “Rural Living 2” to “Urban Development Zone”. 
The zoning change under TPS No.4 will result in the land’s “local” zoning being consistent with 
the MRS, which is necessary pursuant to Part 9 Clause 124 (2) of the PDA 2005. 
 
Under Part 5E.1.1 of TPS No.4, subdivision and development within the “Urban Development 
Zone” needs to be in accordance with an approved Structure Plan prepared in accordance with 
Part 6A. Considering this and also in support of the proposed Scheme Amendment, the applicant 
has proposed a structure plan over the subject area. The Structure Plan will assist to guide 
development of the land for residential purposes with a range of densities ranging from R20 – 
R40 and areas of public open space. 
 
The Structure Plan accommodates various processes and features to help facilitate development 
of the land in an orderly and proper manner. The Structure Plan has also been prepared to allow 
and encourage the development of an Aged Persons Dwelling development over Lots 4 and 6 
Bay Court and Lot 5 Lake Road. This is consistent with Council’s previous support for a “Rural 
Lifestyle Village” at the site in 2003.  
 
Once Council initiate the Scheme Amendment and minor necessary amendments to the 
Structure Plan are addressed by the applicant, the Scheme Amendment will be forwarded to the 
Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) to determine if it should be assessed under Part 
IV Division 3 of the Environmental Protection Act 1986 (i.e. a “formal” environmental 
review/assessment). If an assessment is not necessary, the Scheme Amendment and Structure 
Plan will be advertised concurrently for a period of no less than 42 days. Following the 
closure of the advertising period, the proposed amendment and any submissions received 
during the advertising period will be forwarded to Council for its consideration for final 
adoption.  
  
Considering the above, Option 1 is recommended. 
 

 
 RECOMMEND  

That Council: 
  

1. Pursuant to Part 5 of the Planning and Development Act 2005 initiate 
Amendment No.62 to the City of Armadale Town Planning Scheme No.4 
to: 

 
a) Rezone Lots 4 & 6 Bay Court, Lots 5 & 10 Lake Road and Lot 9 

McNeill Road Champion Lakes from “Rural Living 2” to “Urban 
Development Zone”; 

 
b) Include Lots 4 & 6 Bay Court, Lots 5 & 10 Lake Road and Lot 9 

McNeill Road Champion Lakes within Special Control Area Map 3 
with the designation “Development Area (Structure Plan) 
(Schedule 12)” as a new entry in appropriate numerical order; 
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c) Amend the Scheme Maps accordingly; and 

 
d) Amend Schedule 12 – “Development Areas” – to include the 

following new entry in appropriate numerical order: 
 

No. 
Description of 

land 
Additional provisions applicable to  

subdivision and development 
x. Lots 4 & 6 Bay 

Court, Lots 5 & 10 
Lake Road and Lot 
9 McNeill Road, 
Champion Lakes 
(Lake Road 
Structure Plan 
Area).  

1. Comprehensive planning for the area shall be 
undertaken by preparation of a Structure Plan to 
guide subdivision and development.  

 
2. As part of subdivision and/or development of the 

land Conservation Category Wetlands shall be 
retained, rehabilitated, managed and protected at 
the expense of the owner, subdivider and/or 
developer to the City’s satisfaction. 

 
3. As part of subdivisions or development of the 

land existing trees and vegetation considered 
worthy of retention by the City shall be retained 
and protected at the expense of the subdivider or 
developer to the City’s satisfaction.  

 
4. Prior to subdivision or development of the land, 

a Landscaping and Streetscape Plan for Public 
Open Space, drainage features and Road 
Reserves shall be prepared and implemented by 
a suitably qualified person at the expense of the 
subdivider or developer to the requirements and 
satisfaction of the City. The Landscaping Plan 
and Streetscape Plan shall address the following 
matters to the City’s satisfaction: 

 
a) An existing vegetation and tree condition 

assessment and tree survey shall be provided; 
b) The design and construction of Public Open 

Space and Road Reserves shall make 
provision for the retention of existing trees 
and vegetation considered worthy of 
retention by the City;  

c) The design and construction of drainage 
features within Public Open Space and Road 
Reserves shall be integrated with the overall 
landscaping design;  

d) Public Open Space shall be revegetated with 
local native species as required and approved 
by the City; 

e) Public Open Space shall include grassed 
areas as required and approved by the City;  

f) The provision of street trees using local 
native species as required and approved by 
the City;  

g) Reticulation of the Public Open Space and 
Street Trees shall be provided as required by 
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the City and approved by the City;  
h) On street car parking bays adjacent to Public 

Open Space shall be provided; and 
i) A connected pedestrian footpath network 

shall be provided and constructed as follows:  
 

I.  On at least one side of every street;  
II. Within the centre corridor of public 

open space from Lake Road to the 
River; 

III. Adjacent to Bay Court and McNeill 
Road Reserves from Lake Road to the 
River;  

IV. Adjacent to Lake Road Reserve; and 
V. The paths required under the points I 

to IV above shall be connected. 
 
5. Prior to subdivision or development of the land, 

a Foreshore Management and Improvement Plan 
shall be prepared and implemented by a suitably 
qualified person at the expense of the subdivider 
or developer to the requirements and satisfaction 
of the City. 

 
6. A legal agreement prepared to the City’s 

requirements at the expense of landowners in the 
structure plan area shall be approved by the City 
prior to subdivision or development of the land 
to ensure the sharing of costs and responsibilities 
between all the landowners/subdividers or 
developers in the structure plan area for the 
implementation of the Landscaping and 
Streetscape Plan and Foreshore Management and 
Improvement Plan at appropriate stages as 
determined by the City.  

 
7. Public Open space shall be developed by the 

subdivider or developer in accordance with the 
Landscaping and Streetscape Plan prior to 
subdivision.  

 
8. The purchasers of all lots shall be advised by the 

subdivider or developer of the provisions of the 
Scheme, Structure Plans and Detailed Area Plans 
applying to the site as part of future sale 
contracts to the satisfaction of the City. 

 
 

2. Upon the matters specified in Part five (5) below being included in the 
Structure Plan documentation or otherwise being attended to by the 
proponent to the City’s satisfaction, refer Amendment No.62 to City of 
Armadale Town Planning Scheme No.4 to the Environmental 
Protection Authority (EPA) pursuant to section 81 of the Planning and 
Development Act 2005.  
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3.  Authorise the Mayor and the Chief Executive Officer to execute the 

Amendment documents. 
 
4.  Forward a copy of the amendment to the Western Australian Planning 

Commission for information. 
 
5. Pursuant to Clause 6.A.3.2 (b) of City of Armadale Town Planning 

Scheme 4, determine that the Proposed Structure Plan for Lots 4 & 6 
Bay Court, Lots 5 & 10 Lake Road and Lot 9 McNeill Road Champion 
Lakes is not to be advertised until further details have been provided 
or modifications undertaken by the proponent as listed below: 

 
 a. Replace the list of provisions on the proposed structure plan with 

the following: 
 

I.  Subdivision shall be in accordance with the Structure Plan. 
 

II.  With regard to Lots 4 & 6 Bay Court and Lot 5 Lake Road, 
an increase above the density code shown on the structure 
plan (i.e. R20) up to maximum of R40 may be permitted by 
the City for the development of Aged Persons Dwellings 
which may include multiple dwellings up to maximum 
height of 2 storeys subject to the following being met:  

 
a)  Public Open Space (POS) being provided upon 

development and/or subdivision of the land to the 
City’s satisfaction. When determining the amount of 
POS that is required, the City may consider a 
reduction in the minimum 10% POS requirement 
(which may be ceded as land, cash in lieu of POS or a 
combination of both) is acceptable subject to: 

 
o Private communal open space being provided to 

the City’s satisfaction within an Aged Persons 
Dwellings development; 

o Community and recreational facilities being 
provided to the City’s satisfaction within an Aged 
Persons Dwellings development;  

o Vegetation and trees considered worthy of 
retention by the City being protected via the design 
and provision of POS;  

o Conservation Category Wetlands being protected 
and rehabilitated to the City’s satisfaction;  

o Existing POS and foreshore areas adjoining the 
land being improved to the City’s satisfaction; and 

o A Detailed Area Plan for all the land being 
prepared by the subdivider or developer and 
approved by the City. The DAP shall be consistent 
with structure plan provision number XII, Local 
Planning Policy 3.1 Residential Density 
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Development, the City’s Town Planning Scheme 
and the Residential Design Codes of Western 
Australia to the City’s satisfaction.  

 
III. Prior to subdivision and/or development of the land, a 

Wetland Management Plan shall be prepared and 
implemented by a suitably qualified person at the expense 
of the subdivider or developer for the Conservation 
Category Wetland and its buffer to the satisfaction of the 
City of Armadale. Notifications are to be placed on the 
certificate of title of any affected lot advising landowners 
that the use and development of the land shall be in 
accordance with the approved Wetland Management Plan. 

 
IV. A Conservation Covenant, pursuant to section 129BA of the 

Transfer of Land Act 1893 (as amended) is to be placed on 
the Certificates of Title of proposed lots which contain 
Conversation Category Wetlands and/or their buffers 
advising of the existence of a restriction on the use of the 
land to protect areas identified for conservation. Notice of 
this restriction to be included on the Deposited Plan. The 
Conservation Covenant is to state as follows: 

 
 "The Conservation Category Wetland and the associated 

vegetation shall be protected, fenced and preserved in 
accordance with the approved Wetland Management Plan". 

 
V.  A geotechnical report shall be prepared for the site by a 

suitably qualified person at the expense of the subdivider or 
developer prior to subdivision and/or development. 
Development and subdivision of the land shall be 
undertaken in accordance with the findings and 
recommendations of the geotechnical report to the 
satisfaction of the City. 

 
VI. A Local Water Management Strategy (LWMS) shall be 

prepared by a suitably qualified person at the expense of 
the subdivider or developer and approved by the City as 
part of a Structure Plan.  

 
VII. An Urban Water Management Plan (UWMP) that 

considers/addresses the approved LWMS shall be prepared 
by a suitably qualified person at the expense of the 
subdivider or developer and approved by the City prior to 
subdivision and/or development of the land. Development 
and/or subdivision of the land shall be undertaken by the 
subdivider or developer in accordance with the findings and 
recommendations of the UWMP to the satisfaction of the 
City.  
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VIII. No direct vehicle access to Lake Road shall be permitted 
from the structure plan area to the satisfaction of the City.  

 
IX. Visually permeable uniform masonry fencing with infill 

panels shall be provided by the subdivider or developer 
prior to subdivision and/or development where indicated on 
the structure plan.  

 
X.  Prior to subdivision of the land a Foreshore Management 

and Improvement Plan shall be prepared and implemented 
by a suitably qualified person at the expense of the 
subdivider or developer to the requirements and 
satisfaction of the City of Armadale. 

 
XI. Prior to subdivision and/or development, the subdivider or 

developer shall ensure the finished lot level of residential 
land within the flood fringe is at least 0.50 metre above the 
adjacent 100 year flood level to the City’s satisfaction. 

 
XII. Prior to subdivision and/or development Detailed Area 

Plans (DAPs) shall be prepared by the subdivider or 
developer and approved by the City for all proposed R40 
lots and Lots 4 and 6 Bay Court and Lot 5 Lake Road. The 
DAPS shall include details on the following to the City’s 
satisfaction: 

 
The location of private open space to allow for the 

passive surveillance of public open space; 
The location of major openings in buildings to allow for 

the passive surveillance of public open space; 
The orientation of buildings; 
The provision of visually permeable fencing abutting 

public open space and roads; 
The provision of safe and convenient vehicular access 

and parking;  
The protection of Conservation Category Wetlands and 

their buffers;  
The protection of trees and vegetation considered worthy 

of retention by the City;  
Necessary building construction requirements, as 

required by the City, to address flood mitigation, 
drainage and any other construction requirements which 
need to be addressed as determined by the City; and 

Any other details considered necessary by the City.  
 
 b.  Change the term “uniform fencing” in the legend to “Visually 

Permeable Uniform Masonry Fencing with Infill Panels”. 
 
6.  Upon the matters specified in Part five (5) above being included in the 

Structure Plan documentation or otherwise being attended to by the 
proponent to the City’s satisfaction and the EPA advising that 
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Amendment No.62 does not require assessment, Council advertises the 
proposed Structure Plan under the provision of Clause 6A.3.5 of Town 
Planning Scheme No.4 for a period of no less than 42 days, 
concurrently with Amendment No.62. 

 
7. The Local Water Management Strategy shall be finalised and 

approved prior to Council considering the Structure Plan and Scheme 
Amendment for final adoption.  

 
 

ATTACHMENTS 
1.  Lake Road Precinct B - Proposed Structure Plan  
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3.1 - ACTING SENIOR POSITION - EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR DEVELOPMENT 
SERVICES 
    
 

WARD 
 

: ALL 

FILE No. 
 

: M/377/12 
 

DATE 
 

: 29 May 2012 

REF 
 

: IM  

RESPONSIBLE 
MANAGER 
 

: EDDS  

In Brief: 

The EDDS will be taking annual leave 
from Monday, 6th August 2012 to 
Monday, 13th August 2012, inclusive and 
during this time it is recommended that 
the Executive Manager Planning 
Services (Paul Sanders) be appointed 
Acting Executive Director Development 
Services.  

 

 

Tabled Items 
 
Nil. 
 
Officer Interest Declaration 
 
Nil. 
 
Strategic Implications 
 
Nil. 
 
Legislation Implications 
 
Nil. 
 
Council Policy / Local Law Implications 
 
Council Policy & Management Practice ADM 12 “Acting Senior Positions”. 
 
Budget / Financial Implications 
 
The higher duties payment associated with this matter will be provided for in the adopted 2012-
13 Annual Budget. 
 
Consultation 
 
 Chief Executive Officer. 
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DETAILS OF PROPOSAL 
 
The Executive Director Development Services will be taking annual leave from Monday, 6th 
August 2012 to Monday, 13th August 2012, inclusive and during this time it is proposed that 
the Executive Manager Planning Services (Paul Sanders) be appointed Acting Executive 
Director Development Services. 
 
 

RECOMMEND 

That Council: 
 
1. Note that the Executive Director Development Services (Ian MacRae) will 

be taking annual leave from Monday, 6th August 2012 to Monday, 13th 
August 2012, inclusive and during this time it is proposed that the 
Executive Manager Planning Services (Paul Sanders) be appointed 
Acting Executive Director Development Services; and 

 
2. Pursuant to Management Practice ADM 12 and on the recommendation 

of the Chief Executive Officer, appoint the Executive Manager Planning 
Services (Mr Paul Sanders) for the period 6th August 2012 to 13th August 
2012, inclusive.  

 
 

 

ATTACHMENTS 
There are no attachments for this report. 
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3.2 - AUTHORISED PERSON - PLANNING COMPLIANCE 
    
 

WARD 
 

: ALL 

FILE No. 
 

: M/396/12 
 

DATE 
 

: 11 June 2012 

REF 
 

: GW  

RESPONSIBLE 
MANAGER 
 

: EMPS  

Tabled Items 
 
Nil. 

In Brief: 

Appointment of Authorised Person for the 
purposes of administering the various Acts, 
Regulations and Local Laws, and subsequent 
prosecutions relating to Planning Services 
compliance matters. 

 Recommend that newly appointed officer David 
William Catchlove, Senior Liaison & Compliance 
Officer be appointed as an Authorised Person and 
to make, lay and swear Prosecution Notices under 
relevant legislation and to appear in Court on 
Council’s behalf. 

 

 

Officer Interest Declaration 
Nil. 
 
Strategic Implications 
Nil. 
 
Legislation Implications 
 
Criminal Procedure Act 2004 
Planning and Development Act 2005 
Local Government Act 1995 
Town Planning Scheme No.4 
 
Council Policy/Local Law Implications 
 
Local Laws Relating Signs, Hoardings and Billposting 
Property Local Law 
Local Laws Relating to Removal of Refuse, Rubbish and Disused Materials 
Street Numbering Local Law 
Local Laws Relating to Parking and Parking Facilities 
Activities and Trading in Thoroughfares and Public Places Local Law 
 
Budget/Financial Implications 
 
Cost of an advertisement in the Government Gazette can be accommodated within the 
Planning Services budget. 
 
Consultation 
 
Nil. 
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BACKGROUND 
 
At its meeting held on 26 July 2010 (D61/7/10), Council resolved to appoint Planning 
Services compliance staff as Authorised Persons under relevant Acts, Regulations and Local 
Laws, to make, lay and swear Prosecution Notices and to appear in Court on Council’s behalf 
on such matters. 
 
DETAILS OF PROPOSAL 
 
Whilst these authorisations are still current, the Senior Liaison and Compliance Officer 
position has recently been vacated and is to be filled by a newly appointed officer (David 
William Catchlove), who commences on 2 July 2012. In order to circumvent any possibility 
of a question of the currency of authorisation being raised, it is necessary to appoint the new 
officer to enable him to exercise powers under relevant Acts, Regulations and Local Laws 
relating to Planning Services and to fulfil the role and duties of this position. 
 
ANALYSIS 
 
Section 20 of the Criminal Procedure Act 2004 “Who may commence a prosecution” states 
that an “Authorised Person” is a person who is authorised in writing by a public authority to 
commence a prosecution for the offence. Therefore, Council as the public authority may 
authorise its Officers to enable commencement of a prosecution and subsequent 
representation in Court on its behalf. 
 
Written authorisation under Section 9.10 of the Local Government Act 1995 is also required 
to enable officers to exercise powers under relevant Local Laws. 
 
OPTIONS 
 
1. Appoint the newly appointed Senior Liaison and Compliance Officer as an Authorised 

Person to undertake compliance action in relation to relevant Acts, Regulations and 
Local Laws, to act on Council’s behalf in the making, laying and swearing of 
Prosecution Notices and to appear in Court on such matters. 

 
2. Rely upon Council resolutions to authorise a given Officer to act on Council’s behalf in 

such matters. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The proposed appointment of David William Catchlove as an Authorised Person is consistent 
with the duties and responsibilities of the Senior Liaison & Compliance Officer position and 
is necessary to facilitate the proper and timely instigation of Planning Services compliance 
matters. It is also considered appropriate to formally gazette the authorisations to nullify any 
question of this officer’s right to undertake such tasks, which is consistent with Council’s 
previous decision to support such delegations at it meeting 26 July 2010 (D61/7/10). In this 
regard, it is recommended that Council support the authorisations in accordance with Option 
1 above. 
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RECOMMEND 
 
That Council: 
 
1. Appoint David William Catchlove, Senior Liaison & Compliance Officer 

as an Authorised Person under Section 9.10 of the Local Government 
Act. 

 
2. Appoint David William Catchlove, Senior Liaison & Compliance 

Officer as an Authorised Person to make, lay and swear Prosecution 
Notices under the Criminal Procedure Act 2004 on behalf of the City of 
Armadale in relation to the following Acts, Regulations and Local 
Laws: 

 
 Planning and Development Act 2005 and any similar Act, or any 

regulations prepared under this Act in force at the time; 
 Local Government Act 1995 and any similar Act, or any regulations 

prepared under this Act in force at the time; 
 City of Armadale Town Planning Scheme No.4 and any other City of 

Armadale Gazetted Town Planning Scheme;  
 Street Numbering Local Law and any similar Local Laws in force at 

the time. 
 Local Laws Relating to the Removal of Refuse, Rubbish and Disused 

Materials and any similar Local Laws in force at the time; 
 Local Laws Relating to Signage and any similar Local Laws in force 

at the time;  
 Property Local Law and any similar Local Laws in force at the time; 
 Local Laws Relating to Parking and Parking Facilities and any similar 

Local Laws in force at the time; 
 Activities and Trading in Thoroughfares and Public Places Local Law 

and any similar Local Laws in force at the time; 
 

3. Authorise David William Catchlove, Senior Liaison & Compliance 
Officer to appear in Court on Council’s behalf on matters relevant to 
the Acts, Town Planning Schemes, Regulations and Local Laws 
mentioned in Part (2) above. 

 
4. Authorise David William Catchlove, Senior Liaison & Compliance 

Officer in accordance with Clause 11.1.2 of the City’s Town Planning 
Scheme No.4 to enter any building or land for the purpose of 
ascertaining whether the provisions of the Scheme are being observed. 

 
 

ATTACHMENTS 
There are no attachments for this report. 
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3.3 - CONSIDERATION OF REMNANTS OF THE ARMADALE TO FREMANTLE 
RAILWAY LINE FOR INCLUSION IN THE MUNICIPAL HERITAGE INVENTORY 
    
 

WARD 
 

: LAKE 

FILE No. 
 

: M/410/12 
 

DATE 
 

: 11 June 2012 

REF 
 

: HC  

RESPONSIBLE 
MANAGER 
 

: EDDS  

Tabled Items 
 
Nil. 
 
Officer Interest Declaration 
 
Nil 

In Brief: 

Three submissions were received from affected 
parties responding to intent to enter the former 
Armadale-Fremantle railway line in the City’s MHI 
considered. 

Recommend that the portion of the Armadale-
Fremantle Railway Line remnants centred on the 
railway bridge over the James Drain and the formed 
railway embankment for 100 metres East and West 
of the bridge be entered in the MHI at an “A” 
Management level. The rest of the portion between 
Nicholson Road and Taylor Road be entered in the 
MHI at a “D” Management Category. The 
remainder of the former railway line alignment 
between the intersection of the Armadale Perth 
railway on Armadale Road to the border with the 
City of Cockburn be entered at an “E” Management 
Category. 

 

 

Strategic Implications 

 

Relates to – Aim 2.3.2 Ensure preservation and maintenance of heritage buildings, heritage 
items and places of interest. 
 
Legislation Implications 

 

Town Planning Scheme No.4. 
Heritage of Western Australia Act 1990. 
Municipal Heritage Inventory 2008. 
Local Government Act 1995. 
 
Council Policy/Local Law Implications 

 

Policy PLN 3.8 Heritage Management Incentives Policy. 
 
Budget/Financial Implications 

 

Nil. 
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Consultation 
 
 Western Australian Planning Commission (WAPC). 
 Water Corporation (WC). 
 Main Roads Western Australia (MRWA). 
 State Land Services, Department of Regional Development and Lands (SLS). 
 Technical Services Directorate 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
Council, at its meeting on 29 September 2009 (D109/9/09 refers) resolved that the matter 
regarding the investigation of any remnants of the former Fremantle and Armadale railway line 
be referred to the appropriate Directorate for action and/or report back to Committee. 
 
The matter was considered by CHAG in December 2009 and an inspection of the site was 
undertaken in May 2010. Historical material was gathered and a further field trip was 
undertaken in April 2011 and the matter further considered by CHAG in April and August 2011. 
 
CHAG resolved that the old line should be referred to Council for inclusion in the MHI with 
an “A” Management Category. As well as protection under the MHI, it was suggested that 
the old alignment could also be considered for use as a Heritage Walk Trail, cycle way and/or 
pathway. Names of the old sidings could be recorded on site markers.  
 
At its meeting on 29 September 2011, Council resolved to: 
 
1.  Advertise to the Western Australian Planning Commission, Main Roads WA and other 

relevant State Instrumentalities, and upon its website, its intent to include the visible 
remnants of the Armadale to Fremantle Railway Line, particularly the portion of 
formed railway bed and bridge over the James Drain extant on the southern side of 
Armadale Road between Nicholson Road and Taylor Road, in the Municipal Heritage 
Inventory at an “A” Management Category, and the remainder of the course of the 
former railway from the railway crossing at Armadale Road to Nicholson Road and 
from Taylor Road to the boundary of the Municipality with Cockburn at an “E” 
Management Category in accordance with the provisions of Clause 7.1.3 (a) to (c) of 
Town Planning Scheme No 4. 

 
2.  Subject to no objections being received during the advertising period, include the 

visible remnants of the Armadale to Fremantle Railway Line, particularly the portion of 
formed railway bed and bridge over the James Drain extant on the southern side of 
Armadale Road between Nicholson Road and Taylor Road at an “A” Management 
Category in the Municipal Heritage Inventory and noting the remainder of the 
alignment of the railway from the railway crossing at Armadale Road to Nicholson 
Road and from Taylor Road to the Municipal boundary and positions of former sidings 
in the Municipality at an “E” Management Category, and recommend to the Office of 
Heritage that the former Armadale-Fremantle railway line be assessed for consideration 
of entry in the State’s Register of Heritage places. 

 
3.  Invite the City of Cockburn to include their section of the historic Armadale to 

Fremantle Railway line alignment in the City of Cockburn MHI, in particular the 
section east of the Kwinana Freeway. 
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4.  Recommit the matter in the event that any objections are received to the inclusion of the 

above described land in the Municipal Heritage Inventory. 
 
COMMENT 
 
The City of Cockburn has not responded formally, but informal discussions with City officers 
indicates the matter could be one for their consideration when next reviewing their MHI. 
 
The Western Australian Planning Commission 
 
The Western Australian Planning Commission (WAPC) raised no objection in principle to 
the proposed listing but noted it should be considered in the context of regional road 
requirements and the advice of Main Roads WA (MRWA) to ensure any road widening 
requirements are not compromised. 
 
Comment 
 
The issue of MRWA road widening requirements is considered further under the MRWA 
response. 
 
The Water Corporation 
 
The Water Corporation (WC) noted that major water, sewerage and drainage infrastructure is 
located adjacent to and/or traverses the subject sites. The City would need to acknowledge 
that the WC land, facilities or infrastructure needs to be protected and that the WC also needs 
to access to the same at all times. 
 
Comment 
 
The WC pipeline currently affords the formed section of railway bed a measure of protection 
as it runs between Armadale Road and the railway bed thus providing a barrier. Including the 
railway in the MHI will provide another level of protection but it should have no effect on 
WC access to its facilities or their protection, if managed appropriately. The City could 
acknowledge its agreement with WC’s desire to protect and access. 
 
State Land Services, Department of Regional Development and Lands 
 
The State Land Services (SLS) did not formally respond but informal contact indicated they 
considered there was no impact to any of their property. 
 
Main Roads WA 
 
MRWA advises that it is currently planning the duplication of Armadale Road between 
Anstey Road in Forrestdale and Tapper Road in Atwell (whilst noting the construction is not 
currently funded in the four year forward estimates). 
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MRWA notes that between Nicholson Road and Taylor Road, where the proposed heritage 
listing is Management Category “A”, the proposed duplication is mainly on the northern side 
(i.e. opposite side) of the existing road. However, the drainage design requires sumps, the 
location and size of which are limited by existing services, the geographical form of the land, 
the high water table in this area and urban drainage design criteria. 
 
There are five (5) proposed sumps in this section of the proposed duplication and each sump 
is located in the same area as the remnants of the railway embankment. After construction of 
the sumps approximately 640m of the railway embankment would remain, including the 
bridge over the James Drain. 
 
Because of the limitations of the drainage design, MRWA objects to the proposed blanket 
Management Category “A” over the section from Nicholson Road to Taylor Road and 
suggests an interim “D” Management Category (that would require the photographic 
recording of any sections of railway embankment that were proposed to be demolished). 
After completion of the duplication and all associated works, MRWA would support the 
Category “A” listing of remaining sections of the railway embankment between Nicholson 
Road and Taylor Road. 
 
Comment 
 
Much of the alignment of the railway from the central City area to the border with Cockburn 
has no remaining built features or evidence that a railway even once existed. The most 
interesting and important portion of the railway bed centres on the James Drain railway 
bridge and sections of formed railway bed on each side thereof. Here you can clearly see the 
formed embankment and the existing bridge. MRWA notes that this section of embankment 
and the bridge over the James Drain will remain. Current indications from MRWA are that a 
stretch of embankment for approximately 200 metres each side of the bridge over the James 
Drain (some 400 metres) will not be affected by drainage basins.  
 

 
Bridge Over the James Drain (Looking South with Armadale Road behind) 
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Bridge Over James Drain (Looking West along formed embankment) 

 
Formed Railway Embankment in Vicinity of James Drain  

(to the South of, and protected by, the Water Main) 
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ANALYSIS 
 
The duplication of Armadale Road is an important consideration to the traffic flow in the 
municipality. Whilst drainage sumps that are a part of the road works may impinge on some 
portions of formed embankment between Nicholson and Taylor Roads, the most important 
section, containing the bridge over the James Drain should not to be affected.  
 
It would however seem prudent and logical, and not inimical to MRWA’s aims, to place an A 
Management Category on the railway bridge over the James Drain and 100 metres each side 
to protect the most important and best-formed portion of the railway. The rest of the portion 
between Nicholson Road and Taylor Road could be given a D Management Category. The E 
Management Category for all the rest of the railroad alignment remains appropriate. 
 

An “A” Management Category is defined as: 
 
Worthy of the highest level of protection – recommended for entry into the State Register 
of Heritage Places. 
 
Development would require consultation with the City of Armadale. Maximum 
encouragement to the owner should be provided under the City of Armadale’s Town 
Planning Scheme to conserve the significance of the place. A Heritage Assessment and 
Impact Statement should be undertaken before approval is given for any major 
redevelopment. Incentives to promote heritage conservation should also be considered. 
 
A “D” Management Category is defined as: 
 
Significant, but not essential to an understanding of the history of the district. Record 
the place photographically prior to any major redevelopment or demolition. 
 
An “E” Management Category is defined as: 
 
Historic site with little or no built features – recognise, for example, with a plaque, 
place name, or acknowledge in new urban or architectural design. 

 

OPTIONS 
 
1. Resolve that the portion of the Armadale-Fremantle Railway Line remnants from 

Nicholson Road to Taylor Road is worthy of entry in the MHI at an “A” Management 
level in its entirety. 

 
2. Resolve that the portion of the Armadale-Fremantle Railway Line remnants from 

Nicholson Road to Taylor Road is worthy of entry in the MHI at a lower Management 
level in its entirety. 

 
3. Resolve that the portion of the Armadale-Fremantle Railway Line remnants centred on 

the railway bridge over the James Drain and the formed railway embankment for 100 
metres east and west of the bridge is worthy of entry in the MHI at an “A” Management 
level and the rest of the portion between Nicholson Road and Taylor Road be entered in 
the MHI at a “D” Management Category. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
The portion of the railway bed that centres on the James Drain railway bridge, and sections of 
formed railway bed on each side, are the most recognisable features to show that a railway 
line once existed on the Armadale Road alignment. As MRWA indicates this portion of the 
railway line will not be affected by drainage considerations for Armadale Road, Option 3 is 
recommended to provide protection to an important section of the railway whilst providing 
MRWA with some development flexibility in the future. 
 
 

RECOMMEND 
 
That Council: 
 
1. Resolve that the portion of the Armadale-Fremantle Railway Line 

remnants: 
 

a) centred on the railway bridge over the James Drain and the 
formed railway embankment for 100 metres east and west of the 
bridge be entered in the MHI at an “A” Management level,  

b) the rest of the portion between Nicholson Road and Taylor Road 
be entered in the MHI at a “D” Management Category,  

c) the remainder of the former railway line alignment between the 
intersection of the Armadale Perth railway on Armadale Road to 
the border with the City of Cockburn be entered at an “E” 
Management Category. 

 
2. Advise the submittees accordingly. 
 
3. Recommend to the Office of Heritage that the former Armadale-

Fremantle railway line be assessed for consideration of entry in the 
State’s Register of Heritage Places. 

 
4. Retain the option of reviewing portions of the “D” Management 

Category between Nicholson and Taylor Roads in the future to upgrade 
to an “A” Management Category any remaining remnants of formed 
railway embankment following the finalisation of Main Roads WA 
works in the vicinity. 

 
 

ATTACHMENTS 
1.  Armadale Road Historic Railway - Location Plan  
2.  Armadale Road Historic Railway - Management Categories - Landscape Plan  
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COUNCILLORS’ ITEMS 
 
Items to be submitted. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR DEVELOPMENT SERVICES REPORT 
 
Nil 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MEETING DECLARED CLOSED AT ___________ 
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SUMMARY OF “A” ATTACHMENTS 
  

ATT 
NO. SUBJECT PAGE

1.1 RESPONSE TO COUNCILLOR ITEM ON TREE PRESERVATION ORDERS & 
REVIEW OF LOCAL PLANNING POLICY PLN 2.4 TREE PRESERVATION  

1.1.1 Previous Council Minutes & Arborist's Report on TPO 16 73 

1.1.2 Proposed Version of PLN 2 4 94 

1.1.3 Current Version of PLN 2 4 100 

1.2 FINAL ADOPTION INFRASTRUCTURE COST SCHEDULE 2011 NO.2, NORTH 
FORRESTDALE DEVELOPMENT CONTRIBUTION PLAN NO 3 

1.2.1 Draft Infrastructure Cost Schedule 2011 No.2 105 

1.2.2 Flowchart Infrastructure Cost Schedule 153 

1.2.3 Final Adoption Infrastructure Cost Schedule 2011 No.2 155 

1.2.4 North Forrestdale - SCA 3  209 

1.2.5 Schedule of Submissions - Infrastructure Cost Schedule 2011 No.2 210 

1.2.6 North Forrestdale - Submitter Plan 211 

2.1 PROPOSED AMENDMENT NO.62 TO TOWN PLANNING SCHEME NO.4 - 
REZONING OF LOTS 4 AND 6 BAY COURT, LOTS 5 AND 10 LAKE ROAD AND LOT 
9 MCNEILL ROAD CHAMPION LAKES (RURAL LIVING 2 TO RESIDENTIAL) AND 
ASSOCIATED STRUCTURE PLAN 

2.1.1 Lake Road Precinct B - Proposed Structure Plan 213 

3.3 CONSIDERATION OF REMNANTS OF THE ARMADALE TO FREMANTLE 
RAILWAY LINE FOR INCLUSION IN THE MUNICIPAL HERITAGE INVENTORY 

3.3.1 Armadale Road Historic Railway - Location Plan 215 

3.3.2 Armadale Road Historic Railway - Management Categories - Landscape Plan 217 
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